
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone

Author: J.K. Rowling

Turning the envelope over, his hand trembling, Harry saw a purple wax seal bearing a coat of arms; a lion, an eagle, a badger and a snake surrounding a large

letter 'H'.

Harry Potter has never even heard of Hogwarts when the letters start dropping on the doormat at number four, Privet Drive. Addressed in green ink on yellowish

parchment with a purple seal, they are swiftly confiscated by his grisly aunt and uncle. Then, on Harry's eleventh birthday, a great beetle-eyed giant of a man

called Rubeus Hagrid bursts in with some astonishing news: Harry Potter is a wizard, and he has a place at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. An

incredible adventure is about to begin!

Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope,

belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets

Author: J.K. Rowling

'There is a plot, Harry Potter. A plot to make most terrible things happen at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry this year.'

Harry Potter's summer has included the worst birthday ever, doomy warnings from a house-elf called Dobby, and rescue from the Dursleys by his friend Ron

Weasley in a magical flying car! Back at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry for his second year, Harry hears strange whispers echo through empty

corridors - and then the attacks start. Students are found as though turned to stone... Dobby's sinister predictions seem to be coming true.

Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope,

belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.

Regretting You

Author: Colleen Hoover

The #1 Wall Street Journal bestseller that People Magazine calls “a poignant, addictive read.”

From #1 New York Times bestselling author of It Ends with Us comes a novel about family, first love, grief, and betrayal that will touch the hearts of

both mothers and daughters.

Morgan Grant and her sixteen-year-old daughter, Clara, would like nothing more than to be nothing alike.

Morgan is determined to prevent her daughter from making the same mistakes she did. By getting pregnant and married way too young, Morgan put her own

dreams on hold. Clara doesn’t want to follow in her mother’s footsteps. Her predictable mother doesn’t have a spontaneous bone in her body.

With warring personalities and conflicting goals, Morgan and Clara find it increasingly difficult to coexist. The only person who can bring peace to the household is

Chris—Morgan’s husband, Clara’s father, and the family anchor. But that peace is shattered when Chris is involved in a tragic and questionable accident. The

heartbreaking and long-lasting consequences will reach far beyond just Morgan and Clara.

While struggling to rebuild everything that crashed around them, Morgan finds comfort in the last person she expects to, and Clara turns to the one boy she’s

been forbidden to see. With each passing day, new secrets, resentment, and misunderstandings make mother and daughter fall further apart. So far apart, it

might be impossible for them to ever fall back together.

Where the Crawdads Sing

Author: Delia Owens

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING PHENOMENON 

More than 6 million copies sold 

A Reese Witherspoon x Hello Sunshine Book Club Pick 

A Business Insider Defining Book of the Decade  

 

"I can't even express how much I love this book! I didn't want this story to end!"--Reese Witherspoon 

 

"Painfully beautiful."--The New York Times Book Review



 

For years, rumors of the "Marsh Girl" have haunted Barkley Cove, a quiet town on the North Carolina coast. So in late 1969, when handsome Chase Andrews is

found dead, the locals immediately suspect Kya Clark, the so-called Marsh Girl. But Kya is not what they say. Sensitive and intelligent, she has survived for years

alone in the marsh that she calls home, finding friends in the gulls and lessons in the sand. Then the time comes when she yearns to be touched and loved.

When two young men from town become intrigued by her wild beauty, Kya opens herself to a new life--until the unthinkable happens. 

 

Where the Crawdads Sing is at once an exquisite ode to the natural world, a heartbreaking coming-of-age story, and a surprising tale of possible murder. Owens

reminds us that we are forever shaped by the children we once were, and that we are all subject to the beautiful and violent secrets that nature keeps.

The Selection

Author: Kiera Cass

Fall in love—from the very beginning. Discover the first book in the captivating, #1 New York Times bestselling Selection series.

This ebook edition contains an excerpt of Kiera Cass's newest novel, The Betrothed, a glittering royal romance sure to captivate Kiera Cass’s legion

of loyal readers and lovers of courtly intrigue alike!

Prepare to be swept into a world of breathless fairy-tale romance, swoonworthy characters, glittering gowns, and fierce intrigue perfect for readers who loved

Divergent, Delirium, or The Wrath & the Dawn.

For thirty-five girls, the Selection is the chance of a lifetime. The opportunity to escape a rigid caste system, live in a palace, and compete for the heart of

gorgeous Prince Maxon. But for America Singer, being Selected is a nightmare. It means turning her back on her secret love with Aspen, who is a caste below

her, and competing for a crown she doesn’t want.

Then America meets Prince Maxon—and realizes that the life she’s always dreamed of may not compare to a future she never imagined.

Don’t miss The Betrothed, a glittering royal romance sure to captivate Kiera Cass’s legion of loyal readers and lovers of courtly intrigue alike!

The Betrothed

Author: Kiera Cass

The instant #1 New York Times bestseller from the bestselling author of the Selection series!

Kiera Cass is back with a glittering royal romance sure to captivate her legion of loyal readers and lovers of courtly intrigue alike.

A would-be queen. A handsome young king. A perfect match…or is it?

When King Jameson declares his love for Lady Hollis Brite, Hollis is shocked—and thrilled. After all, she’s grown up at Keresken Castle, vying for the king’s

attention alongside other daughters of the nobility. Capturing his heart is a dream come true.

But Hollis soon realizes that falling in love with a king and being crowned queen may not be the happily ever after she thought it would be. And when she meets a

commoner with the mysterious power to see right into her heart, she finds that the future she really wants is one that she never thought to imagine.

Zodiac Academy 3: The Reckoning: An Academy Bully Romance

Author: Caroline Peckham

The answer to your question will be revealed on the Lunar Eclipse.

But when finding the truth, don't let the shadows take you.

 

The week of The Reckoning has begun. And senior students have been tasked with making the freshmen's lives pure hell as they prepare to take their fateful

assessment.

 

With the Lunar Eclipse on the horizon, Tory and Darcy have more to worry about than just passing their exams. A dark plot is unfolding and the shadows are

drawing closer...



Dive in to book 3 of the Supernatural Bullies and Beasts series now!

Zodiac Academy 4: Shadow Princess: An Academy Bully Romance

Author: Caroline Peckham

The shadows are in my blood.

I can feel them crawling through me, slithering under my skin and taking me hostage.

But the darkness within me, isn't nearly as bad as the darkness that lives around me.

The four heirs will stop at nothing to destroy the lives of me and my sister. 

But they haven't figured out yet, we're the strongest creatures they've ever known...

This is the fourth book in the Supernatural Bullies and Beasts series.

Start the series now with Zodiac Academy: The Awakening

A Court of Thorns and Roses

Author: Sarah J. Maas

The sexy, action-packed first book in the #1 New York Times bestselling Court of Thorns and Roses series from Sarah J. Maas.

When nineteen-year-old huntress Feyre kills a wolf in the woods, a terrifying creature arrives to demand retribution. Dragged to a treacherous magical land she

knows about only from legends, Feyre discovers that her captor is not truly a beast, but one of the lethal, immortal faeries who once ruled her world.

At least, he's not a beast all the time.

As she adapts to her new home, her feelings for the faerie, Tamlin, transform from icy hostility into a fiery passion that burns through every lie she's been told

about the beautiful, dangerous world of the Fae. But something is not right in the faerie lands. An ancient, wicked shadow is growing, and Feyre must find a way

to stop it, or doom Tamlin-and his world-forever.

From bestselling author Sarah J. Maas comes a seductive, breathtaking book that blends romance, adventure, and faerie lore into an unforgettable read.

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire

Author: J.K. Rowling

'There will be three tasks, spaced throughout the school year, and they will test the champions in many different ways ... their magical prowess - their daring -

their powers of deduction - and, of course, their ability to cope with danger.'

The Triwizard Tournament is to be held at Hogwarts. Only wizards who are over seventeen are allowed to enter - but that doesn't stop Harry dreaming that he will

win the competition. Then at Hallowe'en, when the Goblet of Fire makes its selection, Harry is amazed to find his name is one of those that the magical cup picks

out. He will face death-defying tasks, dragons and Dark wizards, but with the help of his best friends, Ron and Hermione, he might just make it through - alive!

Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope,

belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.

Stars Dark: The Complete Series (Complete Series Box Sets)

Author: Joshua James

"FUN, PULPY SCI-FI ACTION!"



Includes the full series plus an exclusive bonus story!

The starship Yellowjacket is no pushover, but when an alien force larger than any in living memory appears out of nowhere, the ship is overwhelmed and left for

dead on a hostile world.

Captain Brynn Jameson must face his personal demons when he learns the architect of the invasion has a vendetta against him.

Meanwhile, the resourceful crew must find a way to repair the crippled ship, gather allies, and get back in the fight -- before there's no fight left to join.

Note: The Stars Dark series is an homage to thrilling pulp sci-fi of yesteryear. If you're interested in hard science fiction look elsewhere. But if you're

looking for action-packed adventures on strange worlds with even stranger aliens, this series is for you!

Includes all books in the Stars Dark series:

• Marooned

• Last Run

• Forsaken

• Under Siege

• Judgment

• Lost Sky

• Fury

• Revenge

• Bonus story: Home

Five star reviews for Marooned, book 1 in the series:

★★★★★ "This Space Opera doesn't let up! It is one continuous action after another."

★★★★★ "I had a great time reading these fun books!"

★★★★★ "The action started in the first chapter of the first book and kept up!"

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban

Author: J.K. Rowling

'Welcome to the Knight Bus, emergency transport for the stranded witch or wizard. Just stick out your wand hand, step on board and we can take you anywhere

you want to go.'

When the Knight Bus crashes through the darkness and screeches to a halt in front of him, it's the start of another far from ordinary year at Hogwarts for Harry

Potter. Sirius Black, escaped mass-murderer and follower of Lord Voldemort, is on the run - and they say he is coming after Harry. In his first ever Divination

class, Professor Trelawney sees an omen of death in Harry's tea leaves... But perhaps most terrifying of all are the Dementors patrolling the school grounds, with

their soul-sucking kiss...

Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope,

belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.

A Deal with the Elf King (Married to Magic)

Author: Elise Kova

Perfect for fans of A Court of Thorns and Roses and Uprooted, this stand-alone, fantasy romance about a human girl and her marriage to the Elf King

is impossible to put down!

The elves come for two things: war and wives. In both cases, they come for death.

Three-thousand years ago, humans were hunted by powerful races with wild magic until the treaty was formed. Now, for centuries, the elves have taken a young

woman from Luella's village to be their Human Queen.

To be chosen is seen as a mark of death by the townsfolk. A mark nineteen-year-old Luella is grateful to have escaped as a girl. Instead, she's dedicated her life

to studying herbology and becoming the town's only healer.

That is, until the Elf King unexpectedly arrives... for her.

Everything Luella had thought she'd known about her life, and herself, was a lie. Taken to a land filled with wild magic, Luella is forced to be the new queen to a

cold yet blisteringly handsome Elf King. Once there, she learns about a dying world that only she can save.



The magical land of Midscape pulls on one corner of her heart, her home and people tug on another... but what will truly break her is a passion she never wanted.

A Deal with the Elf King is a complete, *stand-alone novel*, inspired by the tales of Hades and Persephone, as well as Beauty and the Beast, with a

"happily ever after" ending. It's perfect for fantasy romance fans looking for just the right amount of steam and their next slow-burn and

swoon-worthy couple.

Hot Summer School Nights

Author: Michelle Mankin

All new and exclusive enemies to lovers and bully romance short stories and previews by Michelle Mankin, L A Cotton, Siobhan Davis, Ashley Jade, Piper

Lawson, Tracy Lorraine, Daniela Romero, Ginger Scott, Ivy Smoak, Becca Steele, and Shantel Tessier

*This is a limited release anthology with all e-book digital profits benefiting a national, independent Australian children's charity.*

That Boy: A Small Town, Friends-to-Lovers Romance (That Boy Series Book 1)

Author: Jillian Dodd

#6 Book in the Amazon Store!

An Amazon Best Seller of 2020 (#57)

#1 in Contemporary Romance, #1 in Sports Romance, #1 in Teen and Young Adult Romance

You know, being friends with two cute boys does have its benefits.

There's Danny. Danny is a golden boy in every way. He has dreamy blue eyes and blonde hair that always looks perfect, even when it’s windblown or been stuck

under a football helmet. He’s the boy every girl crushes on. The boy I get into trouble with, the boy I fight with, the hot quarterback no girl can resist. Being with

Danny is like being on an adventure. He has a bright, contagious smile and abs to die for.

Equally crush worthy is Phillip. Adorable, sweet Phillip, who I have known since birth. Phillip has dark hair, a perfect smile, brown eyes, and the sexiest voice I

have ever heard. He’s the boy I talk to every night before I go to sleep. The boy who rescues me, the boy who can read my mind, the boy who is always there for

me, the boy who tries to keep me out of trouble, the boy who irritatingly keeps getting hotter, and whose strong arms always seem to find their way around me.

And when he gives me that grin, I can never say no.

One boy will give me my very first kiss.

One boy will teach me to make out.

One boy will take me to prom.

And finally, one boy will ask me to marry him.

They will both be my best friends.



But only one of them will be the boy I fall in love with.

Only one of them is That Boy.

Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix

Author: J.K. Rowling

'You are sharing the Dark Lord's thoughts and emotions. The Headmaster thinks it inadvisable for this to continue. He wishes me to teach you how to close your

mind to the Dark Lord.'

Dark times have come to Hogwarts. After the Dementors' attack on his cousin Dudley, Harry Potter knows that Voldemort will stop at nothing to find him. There

are many who deny the Dark Lord's return, but Harry is not alone: a secret order gathers at Grimmauld Place to fight against the Dark forces. Harry must allow

Professor Snape to teach him how to protect himself from Voldemort's savage assaults on his mind. But they are growing stronger by the day and Harry is

running out of time ...

A Court of Mist and Fury (A Court of Thorns and Roses Book 2)

Author: Sarah J. Maas

The seductive and stunning #1 New York Times bestselling sequel to Sarah J. Maas's spellbinding A Court of Thorns and Roses.

Feyre has undergone more trials than one human woman can carry in her heart. Though she's now been granted the powers and lifespan of the High Fae, she is

haunted by her time Under the Mountain and the terrible deeds she performed to save the lives of Tamlin and his people.

As her marriage to Tamlin approaches, Feyre's hollowness and nightmares consume her. She finds herself split into two different people: one who upholds her

bargain with Rhysand, High Lord of the feared Night Court, and one who lives out her life in the Spring Court with Tamlin. While Feyre navigates a dark web of

politics, passion, and dazzling power, a greater evil looms. She might just be the key to stopping it, but only if she can harness her harrowing gifts, heal her

fractured soul, and decide how she wishes to shape her future-and the future of a world in turmoil.

Bestselling author Sarah J. Maas's masterful storytelling brings this second book in her dazzling, sexy, action-packed series to new heights.

Savage: A Dark High School Bully Romance (Savage Falls Sinners MC Book 1)

Author: Caitlyn Dare

A new dark romance from the bestselling author of the Rebels at Sterling Prep series.

No one knows the code of the Sinners MC better than me.

Born and raised in the club, I’ve spent most of my life rebelling against my daddy’s strict rules and overprotective nature.

When an old MC rivalry resurfaces, I find myself with not one, but two surly biker babysitters. Dane Stray, my ex-best friend, and Rhett Savage, my daddy’s

favorite member and perpetual thorn in my side.

I don’t need protecting though, not the way Dane and Rhett think I do. But they’re determined to get all up in my business.

I hate them… except, I also want them. Both of them. Which is kind of awkward because I’m the club princess and one-hundred percent off-limits.

That’s never stopped them taking what they want though.

One of them wants me.

One of them hates to want me.

And me? I just want to survive senior year and finally spread my wings.

But I’m about to learn just how far Sinners will go to protect their own… especially when it’s my life on the line.



SAVAGE is a full length dark enemies-to-lovers/bully romance. This is a why choose novel, meaning the main character has more than one love interest. It is

book one in the series.

Brown Boy Nowhere: A Novel

Author: Sheeryl Lim

Welcome to Nowhere, kid. Life starts here.

What’s the problem? Sixteen-year-old Filipino American Angelo Rivera will tell you flat out. Life sucks. He’s been uprooted from his San Diego home to a boring

landlocked town in the middle of nowhere. Behind him, ocean waves, his girlfriend, and the biggest skateboarding competition on the California coast. Ahead,

flipping burgers at his parents’ new diner and, as the only Asian in his all-white school, being trolled as “brown boy” by small-minded, thick-necked jocks.

Resigned to being an outcast, Angelo isn’t alone. Kirsten, a crushable ex-cheerleader and graffiti artist, and Larry, a self-proclaimed invisible band geek,

recognize a fellow outsider. Soon enough, Angelo finds himself the leader of their group of misfits. They may be low on the high school food chain, but they’re

determined to hold their own.

Between shifts at the diner, dodging bullies, and wishing for home, Angelo discovers this might not be nowhere after all. Sharing it can turn it into somewhere in a

heartbeat.

Devious Little Liars: A High School Bully Romance (Saint View High Book 1)

Author: Elle Thorpe

He murdered my uncle then covered it with fire. A fire that should have killed me, too. Instead, he hauled me from the floor while flames licked the walls, strong

arms holding me close.

He saved my life.

Now I want to know why. I never saw his face. All I know is the letters on his shirt. SVH.

Saint View High.

The worst school in a hundred miles. Full of drugs and despair. Breeding ground for future criminals. Armed security guards and weapon checks at every door.

A far cry from my privileged life of money, private school, and fancy vacations.

With the police doing nothing, I take matters into my own hands. I enroll in a school I have no business being at.

But the Untouchables are quick to let me know exactly how big a mistake I’ve made. They’re the group of boys even the teachers are scared of.

Colt. Banjo. Rafe.

Every teenage girl’s dream. Good looking. Popular. Powerful.

And determined to break me.

Thing is, I’m not that easily broken. And I’m coming for them, too.

Devious Little Liars is the story of three bad boys and a girl who knows how to stand her ground. It is a mature high school/new adult, #whychoose

romance, meaning the main character has more than one love interest. This book contains enemies-to-lovers and bullying themes. It is the first book

in an ongoing trilogy.

Download or 1-click this hot new romance today.

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows

Author: J.K. Rowling

'Give me Harry Potter,' said Voldemort's voice, 'and none shall be harmed. Give me Harry Potter, and I shall leave the school untouched. Give me Harry Potter, 

and you will be rewarded.'



 

As he climbs into the sidecar of Hagrid's motorbike and takes to the skies, leaving Privet Drive for the last time, Harry Potter knows that Lord Voldemort and the

Death Eaters are not far behind. The protective charm that has kept Harry safe until now is broken, but he cannot keep hiding. The Dark Lord is breathing fear

into everything Harry loves and to stop him Harry will have to find and destroy the remaining Horcruxes. The final battle must begin - Harry must stand and face

his enemy... 

 

 

Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope,

belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.

Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince

Author: J.K. Rowling

There it was, hanging in the sky above the school: the blazing green skull with a serpent tongue, the mark Death Eaters left behind whenever they had entered a

building... wherever they had murdered...

When Dumbledore arrives at Privet Drive one summer night to collect Harry Potter, his wand hand is blackened and shrivelled, but he does not reveal why.

Secrets and suspicion are spreading through the wizarding world, and Hogwarts itself is not safe. Harry is convinced that Malfoy bears the Dark Mark: there is a

Death Eater amongst them. Harry will need powerful magic and true friends as he explores Voldemort's darkest secrets, and Dumbledore prepares him to face

his destiny...

Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope,

belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.

Nuclear Winter Desolation: Post Apocalyptic Survival Thriller (Nuclear Winter Series Book 5)

Author: Bobby Akart

As Nuclear Winter wrapped its gloomy arms around the planet, 

man experienced a state of anguished misery and desolation. 

In order to survive, some became territorial, shunning outsiders. 

Those in positions of leadership wielded it like a club. 

While others resisted. 

 

International bestselling author, Bobby Akart, one of America's favorite storytellers, delivers up-all-night thrillers to readers in 245 countries and territories 

worldwide. 

 

"Masterful and suspenseful!" 

 

This is how the world ends. Not with a bang, but with many nuclear bombs detonated around the planet. It was no longer a topic of conversation around the 

dinner table as in years past. 

 

Nuclear winter enveloped the planet with its relentless barrage of dark, sooty air. With each passing day, more and more people died. In a desperate attempt to 

give people a chance to survive, some government leaders chose to marshal the assets of their community. It was a polite way of saying take from those who 

have and give to those who have not. 

 

Hank Albright and his family were not selfish people. However, they were survivors and they'd prepared for the worst. 

 

"Bobby's uncanny ability to take a topic of what could happen and write an epic story about it is short of preternatural!" 

 

What happens when an all-powerful government sets its sights on what you own? Will you willingly give away the food and necessary to keep your family alive? 

Or, will you fight for what is yours? 

 

For the Albright's, they stood shoulder to shoulder and declared, I would rather die on my feet than live on my knees. 

 

Akart's new Nuclear Winter series depicts a world on the edge of nuclear Armageddon. Nuclear Armageddon became reality and ordinary Americans are paying 

the price. 

 

"I never would have believed that Mr. Akart could outdo himself! Well, he has! This series is quite possibly the best he has ever written." 

 

This is more than the story of nuclear conflict. It's about the devastating effects wrought by Nuclear Winter. Our possible future is seen through the eyes of the 

Albright family whose roots stretch back to the early settlement of the Florida Keys. 

 

While they fight for survival, they trek across a rapidly deteriorating landscape wrought with danger from both the elements and their fellow man.



 

It was not our fight, but it became our problem. 

 

"I am speechless. By far the most edge of your seat, acrylic nail biting book ever. E V E R." 

 

Bobby Akart has delivered intense, up-all-night thrillers that have you whispering just one more chapter until the end.

Hidden Mate (The Wolf Born Trilogy Book 1)

Author: Jen L. Grey

Finding my fated mate could bring death... or worse.

I was born to one day lead our pack, but the current alpha—my father—doesn’t think I'm worthy.

Going to college offers an escape, a chance to make a new beginning, to prove myself.

On my first day, though, I find far more than I bargained for.

My fated mate. Something that any wolf rejoices in finding.

Except he’s forbidden.

Choices must be made, and loyalties will be tested. With everything on the brink of destruction, only one thing is certain - my life will never be the same.

If you can't get enough of books by Patricia Briggs, Ilona Andrews, Kelly St. Claire, Annette Marie, Shannon Mayer, Leia Stone, Jaymin Eve, and Linsey Hall,

then you'll love this urban fantasy romance.

Scroll up and one click HIDDEN MATE today.

Skyhunter (Skyhunter Duology Book 1)

Author: Marie Lu

#1 New York Times-bestselling author Marie Lu is back with Skyhunter, an adrenaline-laced novel about the lengths one warrior will go to fight for

freedom and those she loves.

A broken world.

An overwhelming evil.

A team of warriors ready to strike back.

Talin is a Striker, a member of an elite fighting force that stands as the last defense for the only free nation in the world: Mara.

A refugee, Talin knows firsthand the horrors of the Federation, a world-dominating war machine responsible for destroying nation after nation with its terrifying

army of mutant beasts known only as Ghosts.

But when a mysterious prisoner is brought from the front to Mara's capital, Talin senses there’s more to him than meets the eye. Is he a spy from the Federation?

What secrets is he hiding?

Only one thing is clear: Talin is ready to fight to the death alongside her fellow Strikers for the only homeland she has left . . . with or without the boy who might

just be the weapon to save—or destroy—them all.

Loyalty is life.

Spellbreaker

Author: Charlie N. Holmberg

A world of enchanted injustice needs a disenchanting woman in an all-new fantasy series by the Wall Street Journal bestselling author of The Paper

Magician.

The orphaned Elsie Camden learned as a girl that there were two kinds of wizards in the world: those who pay for the power to cast spells and those, like her,

born with the ability to break them. But as an unlicensed magic user, her gift is a crime. Commissioned by an underground group known as the Cowls, Elsie uses

her spellbreaking to push back against the aristocrats and help the common man. She always did love the tale of Robin Hood.



Elite magic user Bacchus Kelsey is one elusive spell away from his mastership when he catches Elsie breaking an enchantment. To protect her secret, Elsie

strikes a bargain. She’ll help Bacchus fix unruly spells around his estate if he doesn’t turn her in. Working together, Elsie’s trust in—and fondness for—the

handsome stranger grows. So does her trepidation about the rise in the murders of wizards and the theft of the spellbooks their bodies leave behind.

For a rogue spellbreaker like Elsie, there’s so much to learn about her powers, her family, the intriguing Bacchus, and the untold dangers shadowing every step of

a journey she’s destined to complete. But will she uncover the mystery before it’s too late to save everything she loves?

Siege and Storm (The Shadow and Bone Trilogy Book 2)

Author: Leigh Bardugo

See the Grishaverse come to life on screen with Shadow and Bone, now a Netflix original series.

Enter the Grishaverse with Book Two of the Shadow and Bone Trilogy by the #1 New York Times–bestselling author of Six of Crows and Crooked

Kingdom.

Soldier. Summoner. Saint. Alina Starkov’s power has grown, but not without a price. She is the Sun Summoner—hunted across the True Sea, haunted by the

lives she took on the Shadow Fold. But she and Mal can’t outrun their enemies for long.

The Darkling is more determined than ever to claim Alina’s magic and use it to take the Ravkan throne. With nowhere else to turn, Alina enlists the help of an

infamous privateer and sets out to lead the Grisha army.

But as the truth of Alina's destiny unfolds, she slips deeper into the Darkling’s deadly game of forbidden magic, and further away from her humanity. To save her

country, Alina will have to choose between her power and the love she thought would always be her shelter. No victory can come without sacrifice—and only she

can face the oncoming storm.

A New York Times Bestseller

This title has Common Core connections.

Read all the books in the Grishaverse!

The Shadow and Bone Trilogy

(previously published as The Grisha Trilogy)

Shadow and Bone

Siege and Storm

Ruin and Rising

The Six of Crows Duology

Six of Crows

Crooked Kingdom

The King of Scars Duology

King of Scars

The Language of Thorns: Midnight Tales and Dangerous Magic

The Severed Moon: A Year-Long Journal of Magic

Praise for the Grishaverse

“A master of fantasy.” —The Huffington Post

“Utterly, extremely bewitching.” —The Guardian

“This is what fantasy is for.” —The New York Times Book Review

“[A] world that feels real enough to have its own passport stamp.” —NPR

“The darker it gets for the good guys, the better.” —Entertainment Weekly

“Sultry, sweeping and picturesque. . . . Impossible to put down.” —USA Today

“There’s a level of emotional and historical sophistication within Bardugo’s original epic fantasy that sets it apart.” —Vanity Fair

“Unlike anything I’ve ever read.” —Veronica Roth, bestselling author of Divergent

“Bardugo crafts a first-rate adventure, a poignant romance, and an intriguing mystery!” —Rick Riordan, bestselling author of the Percy Jackson series

Her Defenders: A Rejected Mates Romance (Fall Mountain Shifters Book 2)

Author: G. Bailey

The alpha rejecting me was just the start of my revenge… 

 

Being an outcast of the wolves was always something I accepted until I met them. The four alpha wolves of Fall Mountain Pack. They showed me I could be so



much more than the rejected wolf they found on a beach and saved. They healed me and made me stronger, fixing what was broken in my soul. 

 

But they lied. 

 

Dragged back to the Ravensword Pack, I learn who I am before being left in the hands of the alpha I ran from, starting a war no one can stop. The past that I

couldn’t remember has caught up with us, and it turns out they were always a part of it. They aren’t just alpha wolves and our fates are as intertwined as Hades

and Persephone’s were. 

 

I never thought being rejected would lead me to my past, but it has, and my past comes with more than a bite 

It comes with wings. 

 

 

This is a full-length reverse harem romance novel full of sexy alpha males, steamy scenes, a strong heroine and a lot of sarcasm. Intended for 18+

readers. 

Untouchables (Empire High Book 1)

Author: Ivy Smoak

Sixteen years ago, I had it all. The money, the girls, and everything else that came along with the Caldwell last name. I was the definition of NYC’s most elite.

But when a girl from the wrong side of the tracks stepped into a world she didn’t belong in…I lost everything.

I was used to getting what I wanted. But I never should have wanted her. And I never thought wanting her would ruin her life.

But we’re even. She’s about to ruin mine too…

__________

BY INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR IVY SMOAK

★★★★★ “My favorite book this year!!”

★★★★★ “Gahh! My heart. I adored this book.”

★★★★★ “IT WAS AMAZING.”

★★★★★ “Oh my, plot twist! I did NOT see that one coming!”

★★★★★ “It’s literally IMPOSSIBLE to put down.”

★★★★★ “Buckle in for this emotional roller coaster!”

Ruin and Rising (The Shadow and Bone Trilogy Book 3)

Author: Leigh Bardugo

See the Grishaverse come to life on screen with Shadow and Bone, now a Netflix original series. 

 

Enter the Grishaverse with Book Three of the Shadow and Bone Trilogy by the #1 New York Times–bestselling author of Six of Crows and Crooked 

Kingdom. 

 

Soldier. Summoner. Saint.The nation’s fate rests with a broken Sun Summoner, a disgraced tracker, and the shattered remnants of a once-great magical army. 

 

The Darkling rules from his shadow throne while a weakened Alina Starkov recovers from their battle under the dubious protection of the zealots who worship her 

as a Saint. Now her hopes lie with the magic of a long-vanished ancient creature and the chance that an outlaw prince still survives. 

 

As her allies and enemies race toward war, only Alina stands between her country and a rising tide of darkness that could destroy the world. To win this fight, she 

must seize a legend’s power—but claiming the firebird may be her ruin. 

 

A New York Times Bestselling Series 

A USA Today Bestseller 

This title has Common Core connections. 

 

Read all the books in the Grishaverse! 

 

The Shadow and Bone Trilogy 

(previously published as The Grisha Trilogy) 

Shadow and Bone 

Siege and Storm 

Ruin and Rising 



The Six of Crows Duology 

Six of Crows 

Crooked Kingdom 

 

The King of Scars Duology 

King of Scars 

 

The Language of Thorns: Midnight Tales and Dangerous Magic 

The Severed Moon: A Year-Long Journal of Magic 

 

Praise for the Grishaverse 

 

“A master of fantasy.” —The Huffington Post 

“Utterly, extremely bewitching.” —The Guardian 

“This is what fantasy is for.” —The New York Times Book Review 

“[A] world that feels real enough to have its own passport stamp.” —NPR 

“The darker it gets for the good guys, the better.” —Entertainment Weekly 

“Sultry, sweeping and picturesque. . . . Impossible to put down.” —USA Today 

“There’s a level of emotional and historical sophistication within Bardugo’s original epic fantasy that sets it apart.” —Vanity Fair 

“Unlike anything I’ve ever read.” —Veronica Roth, bestselling author of Divergent 

“Bardugo crafts a first-rate adventure, a poignant romance, and an intriguing mystery!” —Rick Riordan, bestselling author of the Percy Jackson series

Heart Bones

Author: Colleen Hoover

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Verity and It Ends With Us

"This book deserves a whole galaxy of stars, but alas, five is all I can give." -Shades of Rebecca

Life and a dismal last name are the only two things Beyah's parents ever gave her. After carving her path all on her own, Beyah is well on her way to bigger and

better things, thanks to no one but herself. With only two short months separating her from the future she's built and the past she desperately wants to leave

behind, an unexpected death leaves Beyah with no place to go during the interim.

Forced to reach out to her last resort, Beyah has to spend the remainder of her summer on a peninsula in Texas with a father she barely knows. Beyah's plan is

to keep her head down and let the summer slip by seamlessly, but her new neighbor Samson throws a wrench in that plan.

Samson and Beyah have nothing in common on the surface.

She comes from a life of poverty and neglect; he comes from a family of wealth and privilege. But one thing they do have in common is that they're both drawn to

sad things. Which means they're drawn to each other.

Beyah and Samson agree to stay in the shallow end of a summer fling. What Beyah doesn't realize is that a rip current is coming, and it's about to drag her heart

out to sea.

White Hot Kiss (The Dark Elements Book 1)

Author: Jennifer L. Armentrout

"Jennifer L. Armentrout is a master of weaving rich contemporary realism with magic and mayhem. Her characters will grab hold of your heart and refuse to let 

go. Every page left me wanting more."—New York Times bestselling author Brigid Kemmerer 

 

From the author of From Blood and Ash, one kiss is enough to kill in this instant New York Times bestselling start to the Dark Elements series… 

 

Layla just wants to fit in at school and go on a date with Zayne, whom she's crushed on since forever. Trouble is, Zayne treats Layla like a sister—and Layla is a 

half demon, half gargoyle with abilities no one else possesses. And even though Zayne is a Warden, part of the race of gargoyles tasked with keeping humanity 

safe, Layla's kiss will kill anything with a soul—including him. 

 

Then she meets Roth—a demon who claims to know her secrets. Though Layla knows she should stay away, it's tough when that whole no-kissing thing isn't an 

issue. Trusting Roth could ruin her chances with Zayne, but as Layla discovers she's the reason for a violent demon uprising, kissing the enemy suddenly pales in 

comparison to the looming end of the world. 

 

“Armentrout works her magic with swoon-worthy guys and a twist you never see coming.”—#1 New York Times bestselling author Abbi Glines 

 

“Armentrout is a major talent... I just can't stop reading!”—New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter 

 

The Dark Elements Series: 

Bitter Sweet Love (ebook-only prequel) 

White Hot Kiss



Stone Cold Touch 

Every Last Breath 

 

Can’t get enough of Zayne? His story continues in the New York Times bestselling Harbinger series: 

 

The Harbinger Series: 

Storm and Fury 

Rage and Ruin 

Grace and Glory

Shadow and Bone (The Shadow and Bone Trilogy Book 1)

Author: Leigh Bardugo

See the Grishaverse come to life on screen with Shadow and Bone, now a Netflix original series.

Enter the Grishaverse with Book One of the Shadow and Bone Trilogy by the #1 New York Times–bestselling author of Six of Crows and Crooked

Kingdom.

Soldier. Summoner. Saint. Orphaned and expendable, Alina Starkov is a soldier who knows she may not survive her first trek across the Shadow Fold—a swath

of unnatural darkness crawling with monsters. But when her regiment is attacked, Alina unleashes dormant magic not even she knew she possessed.

Now Alina will enter a lavish world of royalty and intrigue as she trains with the Grisha, her country’s magical military elite—and falls under the spell of their

notorious leader, the Darkling. He believes Alina can summon a force capable of destroying the Shadow Fold and reuniting their war-ravaged country, but only if

she can master her untamed gift.

As the threat to the kingdom mounts and Alina unlocks the secrets of her past, she will make a dangerous discovery that could threaten all she loves and the very

future of a nation.

Welcome to Ravka . . . a world of science and superstition where nothing is what it seems.

A New York Times Bestseller

A Los Angeles Times Bestseller

An Indie Next List Book

This title has Common Core connections.

Read all the books in the Grishaverse!

The Shadow and Bone Trilogy

(previously published as The Grisha Trilogy)

Shadow and Bone

Siege and Storm

Ruin and Rising

The Six of Crows Duology

Six of Crows

Crooked Kingdom

The King of Scars Duology

King of Scars

The Language of Thorns: Midnight Tales and Dangerous Magic

The Severed Moon: A Year-Long Journal of Magic

Praise for the Grishaverse

“A master of fantasy.” —The Huffington Post

“Utterly, extremely bewitching.” —The Guardian

“This is what fantasy is for.” —The New York Times Book Review

“[A] world that feels real enough to have its own passport stamp.” —NPR

“The darker it gets for the good guys, the better.” —Entertainment Weekly

“Sultry, sweeping and picturesque. . . . Impossible to put down.” —USA Today

“There’s a level of emotional and historical sophistication within Bardugo’s original epic fantasy that sets it apart.” —Vanity Fair

“Unlike anything I’ve ever read.” —Veronica Roth, bestselling author of Divergent

“Bardugo crafts a first-rate adventure, a poignant romance, and an intriguing mystery!” —Rick Riordan, bestselling author of the Percy Jackson series



The Hunger Games (Hunger Games Trilogy, Book 1)

Author: Suzanne Collins

In the ruins of a place once known as North America lies the nation of Panem, a shining Capitol surrounded by twelve outlying districts. The Capitol keeps the

districts in line by forcing them all to send one boy and one girl between the ages of twelve and eighteen to participate in the annual Hunger Games, a fight to the

death on live TV.

Sixteen-year-old Katniss Everdeen regards it as a death sentence when she steps forward to take her sister's place in the Games. But Katniss has been close to

death before-and survival, for her, is second nature. Still, if she is to win, she will have to start making choices that weigh survival against humanity and life

against love.

Six of Crows

Author: Leigh Bardugo

See the Grishaverse come to life on screen with Shadow and Bone, now a Netflix original series. 

 

Discover what comes next for heist trio Kaz, Inej, and Jesper -- and the star-crossed Nina and Matthias -- in the #1 New York Times bestseller Six of 

Crows, Book One of the Six of Crows Duology. 

 

Ketterdam: a bustling hub of international trade where anything can be had for the right price—and no one knows that better than criminal prodigy Kaz Brekker. 

Kaz is offered a chance at a deadly heist that could make him rich beyond his wildest dreams. But he can't pull it off alone. . . . 

 

A convict with a thirst for revenge. 

 

A sharpshooter who can't walk away from a wager. 

 

A runaway with a privileged past. 

 

A spy known as the Wraith. 

 

A Heartrender using her magic to survive the slums. 

 

A thief with a gift for unlikely escapes. 

 

Six dangerous outcasts. One impossible heist. Kaz's crew is the only thing that might stand between the world and destruction—if they don't kill each other first. 

 

Six of Crows by Leigh Bardugo returns to the breathtaking world of the Grishaverse in this unforgettable tale about the opportunity—and the adventure—of a 

lifetime. 

 

Praise for Six of Crows: 

 

“Six of Crows is a twisty and elegantly crafted masterpiece that thrilled me from the beginning to end.” –New York Times-bestselling author Holly Black 

 

“Six of Crows [is] one of those all-too-rare, unputdownable books that keeps your eyes glued to the page and your brain scrambling to figure out what’s going to 

happen next.” –Michael Dante DiMartino, co-creator of Avatar: The Last Airbender and The Legend of Korra 

 

“There's conflict between morality and amorality and an appetite for sometimes grimace-inducing violence that recalls the Game of Thrones series. But for every 

bloody exchange there are pages of crackling dialogue and sumptuous description. Bardugo dives deep into this world, with full color and sound. If you're not 

careful, it'll steal all your time.” —The New York Times Book Review 

 

Read all the books in the Grishaverse! 

 

The Shadow and Bone Trilogy 

(previously published as The Grisha Trilogy) 

Shadow and Bone 

Siege and Storm 

Ruin and Rising 

 

The Six of Crows Duology 

Six of Crows 

Crooked Kingdom 

 

The King of Scars Duology 

King of Scars 



The Language of Thorns: Midnight Tales and Dangerous Magic 

The Severed Moon: A Year-Long Journal of Magic 

 

Praise for the Grishaverse 

 

“A master of fantasy.” —The Huffington Post 

“Utterly, extremely bewitching.” —The Guardian 

“This is what fantasy is for.” —The New York Times Book Review 

“[A] world that feels real enough to have its own passport stamp.” —NPR 

“The darker it gets for the good guys, the better.” —Entertainment Weekly 

“Sultry, sweeping and picturesque. . . . Impossible to put down.” —USA Today 

“There’s a level of emotional and historical sophistication within Bardugo’s original epic fantasy that sets it apart.” —Vanity Fair 

“Unlike anything I’ve ever read.” —Veronica Roth, bestselling author of Divergent 

“Bardugo crafts a first-rate adventure, a poignant romance, and an intriguing mystery!” —Rick Riordan, bestselling author of the Percy Jackson series

Spellmaker (Spellbreaker Book 2)

Author: Charlie N. Holmberg

A Wall Street Journal bestseller.

Dead wizards, stolen enchantments, and broken promises force a young spellbreaker out of the shadows in the next thrilling installment of the

Spellbreaker series by the bestselling author of The Paper Magician.

England, 1895. An unsolved series of magician murders and opus thefts isn’t a puzzle to Elsie Camden. But to reveal a master spellcaster as the culprit means

incriminating herself as an unregistered spellbreaker. When Elsie refuses to join forces with the charming assassin, her secret is exposed, she’s thrown in jail,

and the murderer disappears. But Elsie’s hope hasn’t vanished.

Through a twist of luck, the elite magic user Bacchus Kelsey helps Elsie join the lawful, but with a caveat: they must marry to prove their cover story. Forced

beneath a magical tutor while her bond with Bacchus grows, Elsie seeks to thwart the plans of England’s most devious criminal—if she can find them.

With hundreds of stolen spells at their disposal, the villain has a plan—and it involves seducing Elsie to the dark side. But even now that her secret is out, Elsie

must be careful how she uses the new abilities she’s discovering, or she may play right into the criminal’s hands.

The Upside of Falling

Author: Alex Light

A fun, flirty teen debut from Wattpad phenom Alex Light about a fake relationship and real love.

It’s been years since seventeen-year-old Becca Hart believed in true love. But when her former best friend teases her for not having had a boyfriend, Becca

impulsively pretends she’s been secretly seeing someone.

Brett Wells has it all. As captain of the football team and one of the most popular guys in his school, he should have no problem finding someone to date, but he’s

always been more focused on his future than who to bring to prom.

When he overhears Becca’s lie, Brett decides to step in and be the mystery guy. It’s the perfect solution: he gets people off his back for not having a meaningful

relationship and she can keep up the ruse that she’s got a boyfriend.

Acting like the perfect couple isn’t easy, though, especially when you barely know the other person. But with Becca still picking up the pieces from when her world

was blown apart years ago and Brett just barely holding his together now, they begin to realize they have more in common than they ever could have imagined.

When the line between what is pretend and what is real begins to blur, they're forced to answer the question: Is this fake romance the realest thing in either of

their lives?

The Sweetest Thing: A Romance (Bank Street Stories Book 8)

Author: Brooke St. James

My mother wrote a young adult novel that eventually became a Hollywood blockbuster hit. Somehow, during production of the movie, I became friends with the

star. Heath Vick was Hollywood's favorite leading man—a heartthrob, for sure.

We instantly hit it off, but he was in a long-term relationship, so we ended up being friends. Then, out of the blue, Heath decided to leave her and set his sights on

me. He was rich and famous, and he assumed he would have my undivided attention the second he wanted it.

But by the time that happened, my heart already belonged to someone else.



Rhythm of War: Book Four of The Stormlight Archive

Author: Brandon Sanderson

An instant #1 New York Times Bestseller and a USA Today and Indie Bestseller!

The Stormlight Archive saga continues in Rhythm of War, the eagerly awaited sequel to Brandon Sanderson's #1 New York Times bestselling

Oathbringer, from an epic fantasy writer at the top of his game.

After forming a coalition of human resistance against the enemy invasion, Dalinar Kholin and his Knights Radiant have spent a year fighting a protracted, brutal

war. Neither side has gained an advantage, and the threat of a betrayal by Dalinar’s crafty ally Taravangian looms over every strategic move.

Now, as new technological discoveries by Navani Kholin’s scholars begin to change the face of the war, the enemy prepares a bold and dangerous operation.

The arms race that follows will challenge the very core of the Radiant ideals, and potentially reveal the secrets of the ancient tower that was once the heart of

their strength.

At the same time that Kaladin Stormblessed must come to grips with his changing role within the Knights Radiant, his Windrunners face their own problem: As

more and more deadly enemy Fused awaken to wage war, no more honorspren are willing to bond with humans to increase the number of Radiants. Adolin and

Shallan must lead the coalition’s envoy to the honorspren stronghold of Lasting Integrity and either convince the spren to join the cause against the evil god

Odium, or personally face the storm of failure.

Other Tor books by Brandon Sanderson

The Cosmere

The Stormlight Archive

The Way of Kings

Words of Radiance

Edgedancer (Novella)

Oathbringer

Rhythm of War

The Mistborn trilogy

Mistborn: The Final Empire

The Well of Ascension

The Hero of Ages

Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne series

Alloy of Law

Shadows of Self

Bands of Mourning

Collection

Arcanum Unbounded

Other Cosmere novels

Elantris

Warbreaker

The Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians series

Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians

The Scrivener's Bones

The Knights of Crystallia

The Shattered Lens

The Dark Talent

The Rithmatist series

The Rithmatist

Other books by Brandon Sanderson

The Reckoners

Steelheart

Firefight

Calamity
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Rhapsodic (The Bargainer Book 1)

Author: Laura Thalassa

Callypso Lillis is a siren with a very big problem, one that stretches up her arm and far into her past. For the last seven years she’s been collecting a bracelet of

black beads up her wrist, magical IOUs for favors she’s received. Only death or repayment will fulfill the obligations. Only then will the beads disappear.

Everyone knows that if you need a favor, you go to the Bargainer to make it happen. He’s a man who can get you anything you want … at a price. And everyone

knows that sooner or later he always collects.

But for one of his clients, he’s never asked for repayment. Not until now. When Callie finds the fae king of the night in her room, a grin on his lips and a twinkle in

his eye, she knows things are about to change. At first it’s just a chaste kiss—a single bead’s worth—and a promise for more.

For the Bargainer, it’s more than just a matter of rekindling an old romance. Something is happening in the Otherworld. Fae warriors are going missing one by

one. Only the women are returned, each in a glass casket, a child clutched to their breast. And then there are the whispers among the slaves, whispers of an evil

that’s been awoken.

If the Bargainer has any hope to save his people, he’ll need the help of the siren he spurned long ago. Only, his foe has a taste for exotic creatures, and Callie

just happens to be one.

Edge of Collapse: A Post-Apocalyptic EMP Survival Thriller

Author: Kyla Stone

In the dead of winter, an EMP attack destroys the U.S. power grid.

No electricity. No cars or phones. The country is plunged into instant chaos.

But for Hannah Sheridan, it's the best day of her life. For the last five years, she's been the captive of a sadistic psychopath--until the EMP releases the lock of

her prison.

Battered but not broken, she emerges from her underground cell into a hostile winter wilderness with nothing but her determination to survive.

Reclusive ex-soldier Liam Coleman is headed nowhere fast. He believed he was prepared for any disaster, until the EMP took everything he'd ever cared about in

a matter of seconds.

Two hundred frozen, perilous miles stand between them and their destination in rural Michigan. But the killing cold isn't the only threat, for Hannah's captor isn't

about to let her go...

When the country goes dark, ordinary people find themselves facing the end of the world as they know it. With society collapsing before their eyes, they'll have to

risk everything to protect their home and the people they love.

*Series Now Complete!* From USA Today Bestselling Author Kyla Stone comes the Edge of Collapse series, a riveting apocalyptic saga featuring flawed,

complex characters and high-octane action adventure. A survival thriller perfect for fans of Bobby Akart, Boyd Craven, and Jack Hunt. 

*This is the first book in a series. Rated PG-13 for mild language and moderate violence*

What readers are saying about Edge of Collapse:

"I started reading an EMP Apoc book and came out with so much more than I ever could have imagined! I'm pretty sure I read the majority of this book

with my mouth hanging open in shock. Five stars!" -Amazon reviewer

"Intense and spellbinding, and you won't want to put it down except to catch your breath!" -Amazon reviewer

"This one kept me on the edge of my seat, up past my bedtime with nonstop tension. I love post-apocalyptic fiction, and Kyla Stone is one of the best in this

genre." -Amazon reviewer

"I woke up at midnight to read this book when it released. Kyla, you have once again outdone yourself with this series which is like non other I've read!"

-Amazon reviewer

"Wow! What a story! A nail-biting apocalyptic end of the world scenario. Five stars!" -Amazon reviewer

"I absolutely loved the twist to the normal EMP story! What an action-packed and emotional story. I can't wait to see what happens next."-Amazon reviewer

"I am an avid post-apocalyptic reader, but this book combines that genre with a suspense/thriller component and is a step above the usual Post Apocalypse

fiction. Five stars!" -Amazon reviewer

"A thrilling read from start to finish!" -Amazon reviewer



Crooked Kingdom: A Sequel to Six of Crows

Author: Leigh Bardugo

See the Grishaverse come to life on screen with Shadow and Bone, now a Netflix original series.

Crooked Kingdom is the #1 New York Times-bestselling Book Two in the Six of Crows Duology. Now in paperback with a brand-new exclusive piece of

art, an interview with Leigh Bardugo and a sneak peek of her next book.

When you can’t beat the odds, change the game.

Kaz Brekker and his crew have just pulled off a heist so daring even they didn't think they'd survive. But instead of divvying up a fat reward, they're right back to

fighting for their lives. Double-crossed and badly weakened, the crew is low on resources, allies, and hope. As powerful forces from around the world descend on

Ketterdam to root out the secrets of the dangerous drug known as jurda parem, old rivals and new enemies emerge to challenge Kaz's cunning and test the

team's fragile loyalties. A war will be waged on the city's dark and twisting streets—a battle for revenge and redemption that will decide the fate of the Grisha

world.

#1 New York Times bestseller, October 16, 2016

Read all the books in the Grishaverse!

The Shadow and Bone Trilogy

(previously published as The Grisha Trilogy)

Shadow and Bone

Siege and Storm

Ruin and Rising

The Six of Crows Duology

Six of Crows

Crooked Kingdom

The King of Scars Duology

King of Scars

The Language of Thorns: Midnight Tales and Dangerous Magic

The Severed Moon: A Year-Long Journal of Magic

Praise for the Grishaverse

“A master of fantasy.” —The Huffington Post

“Utterly, extremely bewitching.” —The Guardian

“This is what fantasy is for.” —The New York Times Book Review

“[A] world that feels real enough to have its own passport stamp.” —NPR

“The darker it gets for the good guys, the better.” —Entertainment Weekly

“Sultry, sweeping and picturesque. . . . Impossible to put down.” —USA Today

“There’s a level of emotional and historical sophistication within Bardugo’s original epic fantasy that sets it apart.” —Vanity Fair

“Unlike anything I’ve ever read.” —Veronica Roth, bestselling author of Divergent

“Bardugo crafts a first-rate adventure, a poignant romance, and an intriguing mystery!” —Rick Riordan, bestselling author of the Percy Jackson series

Delphi Embassy (Delphi in Space Book 11)

Author: Bob Blanton

After the Delphi League defeats the Fazullan invasion of Onisiwo, Catie is tasked with managing the Onisiwoen transition to the Delphi League as well as the

repatriation of all the salves from the Faluzan fleet. She has to navigate the complex diplomatic circles as different interests complete for advantage in the new

age of interstellar trade.

That Promise: A Small Town, Friends-to-Lovers Romance (That Boy Book 7)

Author: Jillian Dodd

#6 Book in the Amazon Store!



#1 in Teen and Young Adult Romance

What happens to childhood promises when you grow up?

Growing up, Devaney Diamond and Chase Mackenzie promised to go to college together. But it’s been two years since the summer that changed

everything between them, and their friendship hasn’t recovered.

Now, Dani is faced with all the challenges of her freshman year of college—navigating rush week, making new friends, and living on her own—which

is both exhilarating and intimidating. In high school, Dani was homecoming queen and head cheerleader. She should be able to handle the pressure,

but college has been more overwhelming than she expected.

Chase, on the other hand, is living the dream. It’s his senior year of high school, his football team is hoping to go undefeated, and he’s being heavily

recruited.

When Dani returns home for a weekend, she realizes why college feels so overwhelming—she doesn’t have Chase to share it with. In hopes of

salvaging their friendship, she repeats an old tradition—sneaking over to his room with pizza after his game. But instead of fixing their friendship,

they end up sleeping together.

Chase is thrilled that Dani is back in his life, but being friends with benefits when feelings are involved is more complicated than Chase imagined.

Will Chase and Dani work through their feelings for one another, or will their childhood promise be shattered when Chase announces what college he

will commit to?

Oh Great! I was Reincarnated as a Farmer: A LitRPG Adventure : (Unorthodox Farming: Book 1)

Author: Benjamin Kerei

What do you have when you blend a pinch of litrpg, a touch of farming simulator, a sprinkle of epic fantasy, a whole cup of Isekai, and a dash of Home 

Alone? 

 

You have Arnold’s life. 

 

Accidentally murdered by a cleric in another universe during a botched resurrection, Arnold, a semi-pro gamer, wakes upon an altar to find himself incarnated into 

the overweight body of a farmer who could have been his fatter twin. He’s not the hero. He’s not the villain. He’s certainly not the chosen one who is there to save 

the world. He’s a clerical error. 

 

It could be a bad joke, but apparently, it happens so often that they have a standard procedure for returning you. That standard procedure doesn't apply to Arnold. 



Now stuck on a new earth, in a new universe, with no way home, Arnold must use his gaming skills to figure out how to level his farmer class to 100 and gain a

second class which doesn't make him want to beat his head against the wall. There is just one small problem: farmers don't gain experience from killing monsters.

Like at all. 

 

Follow Arnold on his hilarious journey as he stubbornly comes to grips with his new reality and tries to change his destiny from that of your typical farmer.

The Revenge Pact: Enemies-to-Lovers Standalone (Kings of Football Book 1)

Author: Ilsa Madden-Mills

#1 Book in the entire Amazon Store

#1 Amazon Charts and Wall Street Journal bestselling author Ilsa Madden-Mills delivers an all-new emotional and twisty enemies-to-lovers romance that blurs the

lines between revenge and love…

River Tate is a god on campus.

The king of football.

A tattooed bad boy with gunmetal eyes that see right through you.

The only chink in his armor is HER, the girl he pretends doesn’t exist, the forbidden one with the shy smile and lavender hair.

Anastasia Bailey is a nobody.

The queen of nothing.

An outsider with the face of an angel and a body made for sin.

The only chink in her armor is HIM, her boyfriend’s frat brother, the football player who hates her.

But when Anastasia’s life comes crashing down, River’s the one who sweeps in and saves her.

Torn between loyalty, lies, and secrets, he battles the temptation to take everything from her when they make their revenge pact.

He can’t tell her no.

Because revenge (or love) is sweet, and once you get a taste, the craving never ends.

The Revenge Pact is an angsty college sports romance with a beautiful HEA. No cliffhanger.

Other interconnected standalone books in this series: The Romantic Pact by Meghan Quinn and The Relationship Pact by Adriana Locke.

Darkdawn: Book Three of the Nevernight Chronicle

Author: Jay Kristoff

The epic conclusion to the internationally bestselling Nevernight Chronicle from New York Times bestselling author Jay Kristoff.

The greatest games in Godsgrave’s history have ended with the most audacious murders in the history of the Itreyan Republic.

Mia Corvere, gladiatii, escaped slave and infamous assassin, is on the run. Pursued by Blades of the Red Church and soldiers of the Luminatii legion, she may

never escape the City of Bridges and Bones alive. Her mentor Mercurio is now in the clutches of her enemies. Her own family wishes her dead. And her nemesis,

Consul Julius Scaeva, stands but a breath from total dominance over the Republic.

But beneath the city, a dark secret awaits. Together with her lover Ashlinn, brother Jonnen and a mysterious benefactor returned from beyond the veil of death,

she must undertake a perilous journey across the Republic, seeking the final answer to the riddle of her life. Truedark approaches. Night is falling on the Republic

for perhaps the final time.

Can Mia survive in a world where even daylight must die?

New York Times and internationally bestselling author Jay Kristoff’s writing has been praised by critics and readers alike and has won many awards, including

four Aurealis Awards, an ABIA, and David Gemmell Morningstar and Legend awards.

Shadowspell Academy: Year of the Chameleon: (Book 6)

Author: Shannon Mayer

You Don’t Choose the Academy. The Academy Chooses You. 

 

"This book is Harry Potter meets the Hunger Games in a bold twist on a classic magical young adult adventure." 

Jaymin Eve, Bestselling Author of Supernatural Academy



 

Broken, bruised, and battered beyond anything else, I’ve survived what I shouldn’t have. 

 

But my day isn’t done yet. We finally have the key to stopping Frost—literally. Even if we don’t know how to use it. 

 

One last time my friends and I have to scour not only the city but the supernatural world to find the pieces of this final puzzle—and we have three days to do it. 

 

One final showdown brings us back to where it all began, and I face off against the woman who killed my brother. Who hunted my mother down. Who broke my

uncle’s spirit. 

 

If I cannot find the final pieces, then I will fail. And if I fail, Frost wins, and we are all doomed. 

 

No pressure. 

 

No pressure at all. 

The Electric Kingdom

Author: David Arnold

New York Times bestseller David Arnold's most ambitious novel to date; Station Eleven meets The 5th Wave in a genre-smashing story of survival,

hope, and love amid a ravaged earth.

When a deadly Fly Flu sweeps the globe, it leaves a shell of the world that once was. Among the survivors are eighteen-year-old Nico and her dog, on a voyage

devised by Nico's father to find a mythical portal; a young artist named Kit, raised in an old abandoned cinema; and the enigmatic Deliverer, who lives Life after

Life in an attempt to put the world back together. As swarms of infected Flies roam the earth, these few survivors navigate the woods of post-apocalyptic New

England, meeting others along the way, each on their own quest to find life and love in a world gone dark. The Electric Kingdom is a sweeping exploration of art,

storytelling, eternal life, and above all, a testament to the notion that even in an exterminated world, one person might find beauty in another.

Boys of Brayshaw High

Author: Meagan Brandy

A Top 15 Amazon Bestseller

# 1 in New Adult Romance

"Simply UNPUTDOWNABLE ... all the feels cranked up to eleven. Five stars for this delicious page-turner!" - BB Easton, bestselling author of the Netflix adaption

Sex/Life

 

In the world of morally corrupt teenagers, only the strongest survive...

From USA Today and Wall Street Journal bestselling author Meagan Brandy comes an enemies-to-lovers, New Adult romance full of morally corrupt

and power-driven teenagers.    

 

"Girls like you aren't exactly welcomed at a place like this, so keep your head down and look the other way."

Those were the exact words of my social worker when she dropped me in my newest hellhole, a place for "troubled teens".

I didn't listen, and now I'm on their radar.

They expect me to play along in their games of hierarchy, to fall in line in the social order they've deemed me fit.

Too bad for them, I don't follow rules.

Too bad for me, they're determined to make sure I do.

Inconceivably attractive and treated like kings...these are the boys of Brayshaw High.

And I'm the girl who got in their way.

Wolf Girl

Author: Leia Stone



When my parents were banished from Wolf City before I was born, I thought there was no way I would ever live in a pack again. Cuffed, with my shifter magic

bound, I was forced to go to school with witches and vampires in order to keep my true nature from coming out.

Then I met him.

Sawyer Hudson.

The Alpha's son was visiting the Delphi College for Magically Banished Youth and spotted me. He took one look at me, and an hour later, I was being pulled out

of school, taken into Wolf City and leaving my parents and everything I knew behind.

It's the Alpha's son's selection year, the year he must pick a mate, and every female aged 18-22 must be in attendance.

I've landed myself in the middle of Werewolf Bachelor, and just when I think I've got a handle on things, Sawyer releases my cuffs, unbinds my magic, and sees

what I really am.

The problem is, I don't know what this creature is that I transform into. It's not an ordinary werewolf, that's for damn sure.

The Hobbit: Or There and Back Again (Lord of the Rings)

Author: J.R.R. Tolkien

Now a major motion picture.

A great modern classic and the prelude to THE LORD OF THE RINGS. Bilbo Baggins is a hobbit who enjoys a comfortable, unambitious life, rarely traveling any

farther than his pantry or cellar. But his contentment is disturbed when the wizard Gandalf and a company of dwarves arrive on his doorstep one day to whisk him

away on an adventure. They have launched a plot to raid the treasure hoard guarded by Smaug the Magnificent, a large and very dangerous dragon. Bilbo

reluctantly joins their quest, unaware that on his journey to the Lonely Mountain he will encounter both a magic ring and a frightening creature known as Gollum.

A glorious account of a magnificent adventure, filled with suspense and seasoned with a quiet humor that is irresistible . . . All those, young or old, who love a fine

adventurous tale, beautifully told, will take The Hobbit to their hearts. -New York Times Book Review

The Shadow

Author: James Patterson

Before Alex Cross, before Michael Bennett, before Jack Reacher, there was The Shadow! The world’s bestselling author, James Patterson, reimagines

one of America’s iconic thriller heroes.

Only two people know that 1930s society man Lamont Cranston has a secret identity as the Shadow, a crusader for justice. One is his greatest love, Margo Lane,

and the other is fiercest enemy, Shiwan Khan. When Khan ambushes the couple, they must risk everything for the slimmest chance of survival . . . in the future.

    

A century and a half later, Lamont awakens in a world both unknown and disturbingly familiar. The first person he meets is Maddy Gomes, a teenager with her

own mysterious secrets, including a knowledge of the legend of the Shadow.

Most disturbing, Khan's power continues to be felt over the city and its people. No one in this new world understands the dangers of stopping him better than

Lamont Cranston. And only the Shadow knows that he’s the one person who might succeed before more innocent lives are lost.

Wolfish: Moonborne: A Fated Mates Paranormal Romance

Author: G.K. DeRosa

Fate has a wicked sense of humor.

When I was sixteen, I met the love of my life in magic school. He'd appear exactly once a year at the annual masquerade ball, then vanish...

Fast forward to the present: to the night I’m attacked and my hidden wolf emerges. As it turns out, I’m a freakin’ hairy, tail-wagging, shape-shifting werewolf so

instead of returning to the human world after graduating, I’m dragged to Moon Valley to control my inner beast. Only problem is, I’m not just a wolf.

And someone wants me dead because of it.

When I meet the alpha heir, sparks fly. And bombshell—he’s my supposed wolfy fated mate, but he’s nothing like the boy I loved. He’s cold, sullen, a total jerk but

impossibly gorgeous. Of course. And he’s got secrets too. Despite hating him most days, I can’t deny the irresistible attraction…and neither can he. Even after he

rejects me.  

Little does he know, I’m more than capable of taking care of myself—maybe even capable of taking his claim as alpha.

If you love Leia Stone's Wolf Girl, Linsey Hall's Darkest Moon and Jaymin Eve's Rejected, start reading now! 



*** This is an upper YA/NA crossover with schmexy alpha wolves and is best suited for ages 16+. Be warned this is a slow burn enemies-to-lovers romance, and

the steaminess factor does increase through the course of the series! ♥

*** Wolfish is set within the world of Azar, along with (in reading order) Hitched, Darkblood Academy, Royally Hitched and Darkblood Prison but it's not necessary

to read the other series first to enjoy this one.

Natural Magic: A Progression Fantasy Saga (The Last Magus Book 1)

Author: DB King

Mastering magic comes only with the greatest of trials...

Alec began his 18th birthday with the temple monks. By day's end, he discovers he possesses magical abilities. Except his magic is unique. He doesn't require

grimoires and incantations to cast spells. Alec's magic is entirely natural. He can, somehow, absorb the elements from objects and manipulate them according to

his will.

This power is incredible, but difficult to master. If he's going to learn how to use his natural magic, it'll take the tutelage of Archmage Diamondspear, one of the

most adept magic users in the kingdom.

And Alec's training is not without its dangers. His abilities manifest and grow when he is in dire circumstances, and his teachers are not beyond putting Alec in the

gravest of situations if it means his powers will increase. He'll battle monsters and creatures from his own world, and even those from other worlds.

Join Alec as he faces unknown dangers and learns how to harness natural magic.

This coming-of-age fantasy saga features incremental magic and skill progression, light romance elements, and a heavy magic setting.

Alpha Girl (Wolf Girl Series Book 3)

Author: Leia Stone

Leaving him was the hardest thing I’ve ever done, but I have to put our people first. Werewolf City is at war and I’ll do whatever it takes to turn the tides in the

wolves' favor, even if it means stepping up in my new role.

The Paladins are a secretive people that I know nothing about. What I thought would be a quick trip into their lands turns into a fight for my life. The future Sawyer

and I have dreamed of together threatens to crumble.

I’m torn. Do I choose love and a sure future with the man of my dreams, or do I follow my heart and save a dying people I know nothing about, no matter the

cost?

Either way I have to make it back to him; I can’t imagine a life in which we don’t exist together.

Moon Kissed (The Marked Wolf Series Book 1)

Author: Jen L. Grey

You can’t outrun a curse ... trust me. I’ve tried.

My heart was left shattered into a million jagged pieces. To survive, I did the only thing I could and forced myself to play the part of the perfect girlfriend. The

perfect daughter. Because no one wants someone broken.

But now, the boy who owned my heart is a grown man — hardened and cold.

Seeing Aidan four years later forces me to face my greatest fear, and realizing he is my fated mate only makes things worse.

Secrets aren’t meant to stay buried, and fate always has a plan.

That’s the funny thing about destiny. Right when you think everything is figured out, you get dealt a new hand.

If you can't get enough of books by K.F. Breene, Kelly St. Claire, Annette Marie, Shannon Mayer, Leia Stone, Jaymin Eve, and Laura Thalassa, then you'll love

this paranormal romance.

Scroll up and one click MOON KISSED today.



Ready Player Two: A Novel (Ready Player One Book 2)

Author: Ernest Cline

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The highly anticipated sequel to the beloved worldwide bestseller Ready Player One, the near-future

adventure that inspired the blockbuster Steven Spielberg film.

NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE WASHINGTON POST • “The game is on again. . . . A great mix of exciting fantasy and

threatening fact.”—The Wall Street Journal

AN UNEXPECTED QUEST. TWO WORLDS AT STAKE. ARE YOU READY?

Days after winning OASIS founder James Halliday’s contest, Wade Watts makes a discovery that changes everything.

Hidden within Halliday’s vaults, waiting for his heir to find, lies a technological advancement that will once again change the world and make the OASIS a

thousand times more wondrous—and addictive—than even Wade dreamed possible.

With it comes a new riddle, and a new quest—a last Easter egg from Halliday, hinting at a mysterious prize.

And an unexpected, impossibly powerful, and dangerous new rival awaits, one who’ll kill millions to get what he wants.

Wade’s life and the future of the OASIS are again at stake, but this time the fate of humanity also hangs in the balance.

Lovingly nostalgic and wildly original as only Ernest Cline could conceive it, Ready Player Two takes us on another imaginative, fun, action-packed adventure

through his beloved virtual universe, and jolts us thrillingly into the future once again.

Pieces Of You: Pieces Duet Book 1

Author: Jay McLean

They could’ve been perfect.

In another time. Another world.

Where his wasn’t falling apart.

And hers wasn’t already in pieces.

-

High school senior Holden Eastwood only has one fear in life: growing up.

He spends his days unmotivated, moving from one game to the next, searching for his next challenge.

He never expected that challenge to come in the form of a girl…

A girl with zero fashion sense, a filthy mouth, and a bullsh*t attitude.

Unlike Holden, Jameson Taylor had no choice but to grow up.

Neglected, isolated, and forced to raise herself, Jameson only has one goal in life: graduate and move on.

The last thing she needs is some guy she can’t stand suddenly declaring her as his new hobby.

Their lives couldn’t be more opposite.

Their pasts a complete paradox.

But in each other, they find the unexpected…

They find solace.

Fragments of forever…

A forever that might tear them to pieces.

Blood Secrets (The Wolf Born Trilogy Book 2)

Author: Jen L. Grey

The thing about blood… it can’t lie. 

 

For my entire life, I’d been complacent. I allowed others to make decisions for me until I almost lost my fated mate. So I did the only thing I could, I took him and 

ran. 

 

Secrets surface and hidden truths are discovered… truths that no one dreamed about facing again. 

 

Armed with new knowledge, I must make a choice. Be open to learn about who I really am or continue to stay ignorant. The answer isn’t quite as simple as some 

would leave you to believe. 



With each move I make, I set the course for my future. With everything falling apart around me, I’m not quite sure what I’ll become when all is said and done. 

 

If you can't get enough of books by K.F. Breene, Kelly St. Claire, Annette Marie, Shannon Mayer, Leia Stone, Jaymin Eve, and Laura Thalassa, then you'll love

this urban fantasy romance. 

 

Scroll up and one click BLOOD SECRETS today.

Betrayal (Empire High Book 3)

Author: Ivy Smoak

Now a top 5 new release in the entire Kindle Store!

#1 Romance in the entire Kindle Store

#1 Billionaire Romance

#1 New Adult Romance

My new family is dangerous. I've heard the whispers. I've seen it firsthand. And my new last name puts me in danger too.

The only thing keeping me in this city is Matthew Caldwell. If I didn't love him, I'd be long gone. But he says I'm changing. That I'm becoming the thing I hate. And

I'm worried he might be right. What if I'm actually the dangerous one?

Because all I want to do is prove I belong here just as much as anyone else. I'm going to become one of the elite. I'm going to live like an Untouchable. And no

one will be able to break me. Ever. Again.

But while I'm focused on fitting in to this new world, I forget that the stakes are so much bigger than who's the most popular at Empire High. I'm playing with life

and death.

I should have seen it coming. After all...I betrayed everyone to get to where I am. It makes sense that one of them would betray me too.

__________

BY INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR IVY SMOAK

★★★★★ “Empire High is officially my new favorite series.”

★★★★★ “This book was EVERYTHING!”

★★★★★ “Painfully beautiful.”

★★★★★ “I am a mess after reading this book - an emotional mess!”

★★★★★ “Ivy Smoak is an evil genius.”

★★★★★ “The Empire High series has stolen my heart.”

★★★★★ “I have totally fallen in love with Matthew Caldwell!”

★★★★★ “Buckle up because it’s a wild ride!”

Shadowspell Academy: Year of the Chameleon

Author: Shannon Mayer

You Don’t Choose The Academy. The Academy Chooses You. 

 

"This book is Harry Potter meets the Hunger Games in a bold twist on a classic magical young adult adventure." 

Jaymin Eve, Bestselling Author of Supernatural Academy 

 

The Shadowkiller is back. 

 

And he is hunting me down like a dog in the streets of New York City using every tool and ally he has—including people I once trusted. 

 

I have never been so alone in my life, and yet if I turn to my friends that puts a target on their backs too. Which means I have to keep running. 

 

So, I do what I know, and I set myself to finding the trail of breadcrumbs that will lead me to the one who is still pulling the strings. 

 

Frost. A Chameleon just like me. Just like the Shadowkiller. Worse, she’s seeking out my friends to pick them off, one by one. To drain their lives in order to feed 

hers. 

 

To stop her, I have to find her—a task easier said than done in a city this size. 

 

What I don’t expect to find is a truth that this world and its secrets run far deeper, and far darker than I could have ever suspected. 

 

But is any of that going to stop me? 



Not a chance. 

Shadowspell Academy novels offer delicious cliffhangers that will keep you on the edge of your seat until the final book - Shadowspell Academy: Year of the

Chameleon (Book 6)

Matefinder

Author: Leia Stone

*The Matefinder series has been optioned for film.

Werewolves, facing the threat of extinction, desperately seek their mates to bear young.

Aurora, a human far removed from the supernatural world, is nearing her own end after being fatally injured in a car accident. An alpha werewolf, Kai, lurks in the

nearby trees watching her bleed out. He chooses to save her the only way he knows how, by changing her.

As Aurora settles into pack life, she struggles with her past as a domestic abuse survivor and the new dominating and violent lifestyle of a werewolf. No one is

prepared for what happens next. The tides turn in favor of the werewolves. The Matefinder has been found, and she is more powerful than anybody ever

imagined.

But is she prepared to be the most hunted werewolf in history?

Complete series! Optioned for film.

Savage Fae (Ruthless Boys of the Zodiac Book 2)

Author: Caroline Peckham

There's more to my brother's murder than I realised...

Shadows in the halls, mysteries lurking around every corner.

Whoever killed him is covering their tracks well.

And now I'm walking a dangerous line between getting close to the four kings for information and wanting to crawl deeper under their skin for my own desires.

I can't trust anyone.

I can't let my guard down.

And I must keep the urges of my body separate from my heart.

But I'm starting to break all of my own rules.

I just hope I'm not falling for my brother's killer.

Crowned Crows of Thorne Point: A Dark New Adult Romantic Suspense



Author: Veronica Eden

What's worth the price of a secret?

To get an audience, you have to give up something. A secret, a favor…something that hurts. Welcome to Thorne Point, where darkness rules.

Rowan

I enrolled at Thorne Point University to be closer to my brother.

Now my world is falling apart.

Ethan is missing.

Every day I can’t find him it plays on repeat.

The search for answers turns up nothing and I’m running out of options.

But there’s a rumor on campus.

And I’m desperate enough to seek out the Crows as my last resort.

Wren Thorne’s reputation precedes him, but I won’t take no for an answer.

Wren

The night belongs to us.

We run this town.

Wear the rumors like crowns.

But after losing the most important thing to me, my brothers are all I have left.

Our bond runs deeper than blood.

When Rowan comes looking for our help, I do one thing I shouldn’t: break all my rules.

She asked for monsters? I’ll show her one.

Warning: This is part of a continuing series and each book ends on a cliffhanger!

Crowned Crows of Thorne Point is a dark new adult enemies to lovers college romantic suspense intended for mature readers. This book is the first in the

Crowned Crows series following a gritty brotherhood of antihero bad boys and the feisty heroines that capture their hearts. Each book in the series should be read

in order to understand the continuing plot. If you’re not a fan of morally bankrupt book boyfriends, steer clear. This mature new adult romance contains dubious

situations, crude language, and intense sexual/violent content that some readers might find triggering or offensive. Please proceed with caution.

WOLF TAMER: A Wolf Shifter Romance (Claiming My Pack Series Book 1)

Author: Avery Song

An Orphan Girl. A Group of Wolves. A Destined Fate for War.

Don't you ever wish to find where you belong? A place where you can rest your head without worrying about being jumped or your possessions being taken from

you? Not like I had much, to say the least.

A pendant, an ancient blade, and a picture of my murdered family were all I had left when I was five years old. Foster homes to homeless shelters, I never found

a place of refuge. I simply didn't belong, and everyone made it their duty to remind me of my predicament. Until I finally came across a place that felt like home.

Sacred Moon Shelter for Endangered Wolves.

I'd stumbled upon the sanctuary when I was near death, but I was miraculously saved.

Since then, I've become a Wolf Tamer; the only one who can get close to touching the six rare breeds. When I'm with them, I feel safe and sometimes wish I

could be like one of them and escape this cruel world.

But such inhumanity strikes home, a group of hunters shows up, ready to take my wolves to an unknown place or murder them in cold blood. I won't allow them to

kill the only true family I'd ever known.

My name is Harper Blake, and I vow to claim and protect my own.

WOLF TAMER is the official 2021 REVAMPED edition of the OCTOBER 2018 release.

The new edition has been extended from the 60,000-word novel to 150,000+ words. With more than double the size, comes new content/extension of

the thrilling #1 International Bestselling Wolf Shifter Series.

This book is a New Adult Series and recommended for 17+.

Rule of Wolves (King of Scars Duology Book 2)

Author: Leigh Bardugo



Instant #1 New York Times Bestseller!

See the Grishaverse come to life on screen with Shadow and Bone, now a Netflix original series.

The wolves are circling and a young king will face his greatest challenge in the explosive finale of the instant #1 New York Times–bestselling King of

Scars Duology.

The Demon King. As Fjerda’s massive army prepares to invade, Nikolai Lantsov will summon every bit of his ingenuity and charm—and even the monster

within—to win this fight. But a dark threat looms that cannot be defeated by a young king’s gift for the impossible.

The Stormwitch. Zoya Nazyalensky has lost too much to war. She saw her mentor die and her worst enemy resurrected, and she refuses to bury another friend.

Now duty demands she embrace her powers to become the weapon her country needs. No matter the cost.

The Queen of Mourning. Deep undercover, Nina Zenik risks discovery and death as she wages war on Fjerda from inside its capital. But her desire for revenge

may cost her country its chance at freedom and Nina the chance to heal her grieving heart.

King. General. Spy. Together they must find a way to forge a future in the darkness. Or watch a nation fall.

An Imprint Book

Read all the books in the Grishaverse!

The Shadow and Bone Trilogy

(previously published as The Grisha Trilogy)

Shadow and Bone

Siege and Storm

Ruin and Rising

The Six of Crows Duology

Six of Crows

Crooked Kingdom

The King of Scars Duology

King of Scars

Rule of Wolves

The Language of Thorns: Midnight Tales and Dangerous Magic

The Severed Moon: A Year-Long Journal of Magic

Praise for the Grishaverse

“A master of fantasy.” —The Huffington Post

“Utterly, extremely bewitching.” —The Guardian

“This is what fantasy is for.” —The New York Times Book Review

“[A] world that feels real enough to have its own passport stamp.” —NPR

“The darker it gets for the good guys, the better.” —Entertainment Weekly

“Sultry, sweeping and picturesque. . . . Impossible to put down.” —USA Today

“There’s a level of emotional and historical sophistication within Bardugo’s original epic fantasy that sets it apart.” —Vanity Fair

“Unlike anything I’ve ever read.” —Veronica Roth, bestselling author of Divergent

“Bardugo crafts a first-rate adventure, a poignant romance, and an intriguing mystery!” —Rick Riordan, bestselling author of the Percy Jackson series

Wolf Kissed (Luna Marked Book 1)

Author: Heather Renee

Fighting fate isn’t for the weak. 

 

Cait 

I am many things, but a supernatural being is not one of them. At least until a crescent mark appears on my wrist and everything changes. I’ve been marked by a 

wolf goddess, yet no one knows what that means, myself included. 

 

On top of that, I find out my best friend is a werewolf and her pack alpha is my supposed mate. Just like that my future is decided—unless I find a way out.  

 

Roman 

When fate sends a human mate my way, I’m certain it has to be a mistake. An alpha is supposed to have an equal at his side. Cait might be strong in her own 

ways, but what she is makes her an easy target in my world.  

 

Regardless, Cait is mine to protect and I have every intention of showing her this is where she belongs—in my pack, by my side.



 

 

This is a dual POV wolf shifter series. It features a strong willed, not-so-human leading lady and a fierce yet loyal alpha who is determined to win her heart—no

matter how many times she might reject him. If you love books by Leia Stone, Heather Hildenbrand, and Patricia Briggs, then be ready to devour this new series! 

Riders of Fire Complete Series Box Set books 1-6: YA Epic Fantasy Dragon Rider Adventures

Author: Eileen Mueller

Join the Riders of Fire adrenaline ride: strong heroes & heroines, nail-biting action, sword & sorcery and dragons. 6 award-winning and bestselling

books. Read the complete series in one box set.

Praise for Ezaara & Riders of Fire

★★★★★ “A great fantasy read.”

             —Dean O’Gorman, actor, Fili the dwarf in The Hobbit

★★★★★ “An explosive series.”

When Ezaara imprints with the dragon queen, she’s swept into a world she’d never dreamed of. A world of dragons, treachery, intrigue and danger. Now the new

Queen’s Rider, Ezaara must lead her people as Commander Zens and his army of tharuk monsters rampage across Dragons’ Realm, killing and enslaving

innocents. She must stop them.

But who can she trust when political intrigue puts her own life in danger?

And when Zens is growing terrible new creatures faster than she and her dragon riders can defeat them…

Ezaara, the Queen’s Rider, is preparing her people for war — against formidable new enemies more powerful than any they’ve faced before.

But Dragons’ Realm is in chaos, and people are dying. In a war where Zens turns friends into foes, how can Ezaara and her Riders of Fire ever win?

Riders of Fire – six YA epic fantasy adventures in this box set:

Book 1: Ezaara

Book 2: Dragon Hero

Book 3: Dragon Rift

Book 4: Dragon Strike

Book 5: Dragon War

Book 6: Sea Dragon

1700 pages of dragon-filled action by USA Today bestselling author, Eileen Mueller.

Fans of Dragon School, Brindle Dragon, Dragon Riders of Pern and Eragon enjoy Riders of Fire.

Saddle up your dragon and jump into the fray with Riders of Fire!

More adventures in Dragons’ Realm:

Riders of Fire Dragon Masters – (prequels) YA epic fantasy adventure series:

Book 1: Anakisha’s Dragon

Book 2: Dragon Mage

Book 3: Dragon Pirate

Book 4: Dragon Spy

Book 5: Dragon Healer

Riders of Fire Dragons – Short Prequels 

1. Bronze Dragon (free novelette) 

2. Ruby Dragon (short story)



3. Silver Dragon – free novelette only at EileenMuellerAuthor.com 

Midnight Truth (Shifter Island Book 4)

Author: Leia Stone

Just when I thought my problems were over…

Everything is at stake: my fated-mate bond, my family members’ lives, even my freedom.

High Mage Academy is nothing like I thought it would be and getting back to Rage is my number one priority. On top of having to pass my initiation, I've come to

find out there is a darkness threatening both Shifter Island and High Mage Island. We may just have to work together or all hope will be lost. Now if I can just sort

the good guys from the bad guys, because right now, it seems I can't trust anyone.

Get ready for the epic conclusion to this series! It's full of pulse-pounding young adult fantasy adventure with twists and turns you won’t see coming. Fated mates

and forbidden romance with a slow burn that will curl your toes. Shifter Island is everything you could want in a YA romantic fantasy series!

The Magic of Manifesting: 15 Advanced Techniques To Attract Your Best Life, Even If You Think It's

Impossible Now (Law of Attraction Book 1)

Author: Ryuu Shinohara

Why Celebrities Swear by These 15 Powerful Techniques As The Secret to Anything You Want in Life

Do you easily complain or start nagging whenever something isn’t going your way?

Do you give fault and make others responsible for your misery?

Are you annoyed looking around seeing others having exactly what you want in life?

Believe it or not, you are the driver of your own life and no one else can steal your seat...if you don’t let them.

What if there were straight-forward, easy principles to get everything you want in life?

Maybe you already manifest regularly or you’ve heard of it, but never consciously tried it. Using manifestation means using the power of your thoughts, feelings,

or beliefs to bring something into your physical reality.

At first, it sounds abstract, but science has proven, everything is made of energy: objects, animals, thoughts, and humans.

There are laws that control how this energy flows and where it goes just as there are laws of gravity and laws of growth. The more you know about these laws

the easier it is to navigate the energy you need in the right direction.

No wonder that even stars like Will Smith, Jim Carrey, Oprah Winfrey, and Lady Gaga swear by manifestation as the secret to their success.

Jim Carrey makes it sound really simple. He says: “As far as I can tell, it’s just about letting the universe know what you want and then working towards it while

letting go of how it comes to pass.”

Yet, there are reasons why some people are better at manifesting than others.

There are a couple of fundamentals you need to understand in order to apply manifestation effectively. With a little guidance and the right techniques, your best

life is waiting for you.

This is only a select sample of what you’ll discover in The Magic of Manifesting:

• Flap or Fab: Why you should care about manifestation more than you think

• The scientific secret behind changing your reality

• Why you might be manifesting your misery and how to avoid these common mistakes

• The smartest and most powerful way to attract anything you want in life

• How scientists manipulate your life with one particular weakness that outweighs all of science’s strengths (check page 27)

• Is everything connected? Essentials about energy, flow, and connection

• Why your ego is the enemy and what you can do about it

• 15 techniques to guarantee your manifestation success story

• The #1 mental exercise Olympians and star athletes practice daily to increase their performance

• Intention vs. goals: The major difference and which is best to achieve success in life

• The biggest money lie revealed (check page 102) and how to create true abundance

• Warning Signs that you have a scarcity mindset and how to get rid of it



And much more.

If you think “manifesting” is just another 21st century buzzword, then you haven’t heard the success stories of millions of people who made their dreams come

true with this one powerful tool.

It goes from 6-year-old Kabir who manifested to become the Malaysian David Copperfield and got invited to perform in The Magic Castle in Hollywood to family

father Daniel who manifested his dream house in Maui.

You don’t have to be famous to be successful in life. These are average people, with average IQs, and the natural power to apply the laws of the universe.

Stop waiting for life to happen to you and start creating your best life right now.

If you want to effortlessly get what you want, scroll up and click on “Buy now with 1-Click”.

The Retired S Ranked Adventurer : Volume I (The Shatterfist Book 1)

Author: Wolfe Locke

★Adventurers never die, they just fade away★

They called him Sven, the Shatterfist.

One of a group of heroes who fought the Demon Lord Mannon.

He’s finally returned home.

But for Sven, after returning from abroad, life isn’t what it used to be.

Adventuring isn’t what it used to be.

Things have changed. Something is different.

The obvious next step?

Retire.

Settle down. Start his own tavern. Drink with magic girls.

Maybe not in that order.

Get your copy of "The Retired S Ranked Adventurer" and set off for an adventure.

Early Reviews From Followers

*I have read this a few times because I really like the story and the pacing. This story explores an interesting question of what do high level characters do in their

happily ever afters. Personally it resonated with me because if you have ever played an MMO you get to a point where people quit because there's no more

content and you are left trying to find something to do. The characters are really good and overall I really liked this. Looking forward to more from the author. - K N

For the readers who want a simple slice of life story, The Retired S Rank Adventurer is not the story for you. However, for those readers who want to read a story

with a vast world and want twists and turns in their story, read at the very least to chapter 24. I will not spoil the story, but chapter 24 completely caught me off

guard. It truly surprised me, but I can't say there were not hints along the way looking back now. It is a slow burn, but it definitely is worth the wait. - John Plume

Elite (Empire High Book 2)

Author: Ivy Smoak

Now a top 10 new release in the entire Kindle Store! 

 

Welcome to the world of the elite. 

 

My mom fell in love with a monster. I know he's dangerous. And I know my mom never wanted him in my life. I don't want him in mine either. But I'm being forced 

to live with him. 

 

I'm stuck in his haunting apartment in a world where I don't belong. A world full of beautiful people with ugly souls. A world filled with secrets. 

 

And the one person that I thought I could rely on was Matt. But he says my new family is a disease. Does that make me toxic too? Is that why Matt wants to keep 

me his dirty little secret? 

 

I should have known that all the secrets would come crashing down soon. I just never expected more to break than Matthew freaking Caldwell breaking my heart. 

__________ 

BY INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR IVY SMOAK 



★★★★★ “Gripping from page one!” 

★★★★★ “Empire High Elite was, dare I say it, even better than EHU.” 

★★★★★ “My mind is BLOWN. Hands down, 5 stars!” 

★★★★★ “Woah!!! Can you say emotional roller coaster?” 

★★★★★ “Ivy is a twisted genius!” 

★★★★★ “Five stars. Holy. Freaking. Waffles!” 

★★★★★ “I literally just devoured this book.”

Catching Fire (Hunger Games Trilogy, Book 2)

Author: Suzanne Collins

Against all odds, Katniss Everdeen has won the annual Hunger Games with fellow district tribute Peeta Mellark. But it was a victory won by defiance of the Capitol

and their harsh rules. Katniss and Peeta should be happy. After all, they have just won for themselves and their families a life of safety and plenty. But there are

rumors of rebellion among the subjects, and Katniss and Peeta, to their horror, are the faces of that rebellion. The Capitol is angry. The Capitol wants revenge.

King of Scars (King of Scars Duology Book 1)

Author: Leigh Bardugo

A 2020 LOCUS AWARD FINALIST! 

 

See the Grishaverse come to life on screen with Shadow and Bone, now a Netflix original series. 

 

Enter the Grishaverse with the instant #1 New York Times-bestseller King of Scars by Leigh Bardugo, the first book in the King of Scars Duology. 

 

"[Bardugo] touches on religion, class, family, love — all organically, all effortlessly, all cloaked in the weight of a post-war reckoning with the cost (literal and 

figurative) of surviving the events that shape both people and nations." —NPR 

 

"The story exists at an intersection of past and future selves, and in the dawning understanding that what you most fear may be what you most need." 

—Washington Post 

 

Face your demons...or feed them. The dashing young king, Nikolai Lantsov, has always had a gift for the impossible. No one knows what he endured in his 

country’s bloody civil war—and he intends to keep it that way. Now, as enemies gather at his weakened borders, Nikolai must find a way to refill Ravka’s coffers, 

forge new alliances, and stop a rising threat to the once-great Grisha Army. 

 

Yet with every day a dark magic within him grows stronger, threatening to destroy all he has built. With the help of a young monk and a legendary Grisha general, 

Nikolai will journey to the places in Ravka where the deepest magic survives to vanquish the terrible legacy inside him. He will risk everything to save his country 

and himself. But some secrets aren’t meant to stay buried—and some wounds aren’t meant to heal. 

 

An Imprint Book 

 

Read all the books in the Grishaverse! 

 

The Shadow and Bone Trilogy 

(previously published as The Grisha Trilogy) 

Shadow and Bone 

Siege and Storm 

Ruin and Rising 

 

The Six of Crows Duology 

Six of Crows 

Crooked Kingdom 

 

The King of Scars Duology 

King of Scars 

 

The Language of Thorns: Midnight Tales and Dangerous Magic 

The Severed Moon: A Year-Long Journal of Magic 

 

Praise for the Grishaverse 

 

“A master of fantasy.” —The Huffington Post 

“Utterly, extremely bewitching.” —The Guardian 

“This is what fantasy is for.” —The New York Times Book Review 

“[A] world that feels real enough to have its own passport stamp.” —NPR



“The darker it gets for the good guys, the better.” —Entertainment Weekly 

“Sultry, sweeping and picturesque. . . . Impossible to put down.” —USA Today 

“There’s a level of emotional and historical sophistication within Bardugo’s original epic fantasy that sets it apart.” —Vanity Fair 

“Unlike anything I’ve ever read.” —Veronica Roth, bestselling author of Divergent 

“Bardugo crafts a first-rate adventure, a poignant romance, and an intriguing mystery!” —Rick Riordan, bestselling author of the Percy Jackson series

Academic Magic: A Progression Fantasy Saga (The Last Magus Book 2)

Author: DB King

Now that Alec and Eleira have learned how to use the Greater Elements, they must take the Royal Academy's entrance examination.

What awaits them there is something neither could have anticipated.

More magic, more friends, and more danger.

This coming-of-age fantasy saga features incremental magic and skill progression, light romance elements, and a heavy magic setting.

Shadowspell Academy : Year of the Chameleon

Author: Shannon Mayer

You Don’t Choose The Academy. The Academy Chooses You.

"This book is Harry Potter meets the Hunger Games in a bold twist on a classic magical young adult adventure."

Jaymin Eve, Bestselling Author of Supernatural Academy

I’ve made it through the Culling Trials, the test that proved my mettle against every possible challenge.

I assumed that meant things would settle down and I’d start truly learning.

No more danger.

No more death threats.

No more wondering who was out to get me.

Apparently, that was not to be.

I am what this supernatural world calls a Chameleon—a rarity even amongst all these monsters. And rare things are coveted and feared by the most powerful of

all—The House Of Wonder.

It’s a good thing I have my crew at my back, because this Academy?

It’s about to get seriously ugly.

Which means this farm girl is ready to play by only one set of rules.

Her own.

Shadowspell Academy novels offer delicious cliffhangers that will keep you on the edge of your seat until the final book - Shadowspell Academy: Year of the

Chameleon (Book 6)

Throne of Glass (Throne of Glass series Book 1)

Author: Sarah J. Maas

After serving out a year of hard labor in the salt mines of Endovier for her crimes, 18-year-old assassin Celaena Sardothien is dragged before the Crown Prince. 

Prince Dorian offers her her freedom on one condition: she must act as his champion in a competition to find a new royal assassin. 

 

Her opponents are men-thieves and assassins and warriors from across the empire, each sponsored by a member of the king's council. If she beats her



opponents in a series of eliminations, she'll serve the kingdom for three years and then be granted her freedom. 

 

Celaena finds her training sessions with the captain of the guard, Westfall, challenging and exhilirating. But she's bored stiff by court life. Things get a little more

interesting when the prince starts to show interest in her... but it's the gruff Captain Westfall who seems to understand her best. 

 

Then one of the other contestants turns up dead... quickly followed by another. Can Celaena figure out who the killer is before she becomes a victim? As the

young assassin investigates, her search leads her to discover a greater destiny than she could possibly have imagined.

The Shadow and Bone Trilogy: Shadow and Bone, Siege and Storm, Ruin and Rising

Author: Leigh Bardugo

In a lavish world where darkness reigns and science collides with superstition, Alina Starkov has the power to save her country…but it comes with a price in The

Grisha Trilogy by New York Times-bestselling author Leigh Bardugo.

Included in this bundle are Shadow and Bone, Siege and Storm, and Ruin and Rising.

Spirit Legacy (The Gateway Trilogy Book 1)

Author: E.E. Holmes

"The Gateway is open..."

These cryptic words wake college student Jess Ballard from a terrifying dream into an even more terrifying reality. Jess’ life has never been what anyone would

call easy; doing damage control in the wake of your nomadic, alcoholic mother doesn't exactly make for a storybook childhood.

But now her world has fallen apart just when it should be coming together: her mother gone—dead under mysterious circumstances; her life uprooted to stay with

estranged relatives she’s never met; and there’s something odd about some of the people she’s been meeting at school:

They’re dead.

Aided by Tia, her neurotic roommate, and Dr. David Pierce, a ghost-hunting professor, Jess must unravel the mystery behind her hauntings. But the closer she

gets to the truth, the more danger shadows her every move. An ancient secret, long-buried, is about to claw its way to the surface, and nothing can prepare Jess

for one harrowing truth... her encounters with the world of the dead are only just beginning.

Spirit Legacy: Book 1 of the Gateway Trilogy is the first of 10 thrilling paranormal page-turners in "The World of the Gateway" series by E.E. Holmes.

What Amazon readers are saying:

★★★★★ 'One of THE BEST ghost themed paranormal books I've ever read!'

★★★★★ 'Hauntingly thrilling.'

★★★★★ 'A must-read for those interested in the paranormal.'

★★★★★ 'Twilight combined with Harry Potter and then some!'

★★★★★ 'Every turn of the page is like a new discovery.'

★★★★★ 'A masterfully woven story.'

★★★★★ 'Holmes has written a lovely series with something for everyone; humor, self reflection, loyalty, mystery, intrigue, action and so much more.'

★★★★★ 'If you're into the paranormal, like ghosts, ghost hunting, ghost stories, crossing over, Gaelic folklore, dark secrets, plot twists that I didn't even see

coming (and I am a writer myself!) and even a little magic, you should definitely read this book.'



Experience the captivating paranormal series that obsessed readers have described as “unputdownable” and “spellbinding”. If you love ghost stories, with plenty

of action and suspense, along with a tough and independent heroine you’ll want to stand up and cheer for, you will fall in love with this best-selling series… but

proceed with caution: you’ll be up all night reading!

Get Me (The Keatyn Chronicles Book 7)

Author: Jillian Dodd

***A USA TODAY BEST-SELLING SERIES***

Keatyn’s crazy life comes together in one perfect script.

Will Keatyn get her life back?

And if she does, which life (and boy) will she choose?

The Golden Boys: Dark High School Bully Romance (Kings of Cypress Prep Book 1)

Author: Rachel Jonas

West Golden—so easy to hate, yet so hard to resist.

Don’t let that pretty face of his fool you. He isn’t the boy next door, or the kind you trust with your heart. He’s the devil in designer jeans, with all the charm of a

bona fide psycho.

Trust me.

He swears I did something to cross him before I even stepped foot inside Cypress Prep, but it’s a lie. No one knows better than me that I’m all out of chances.

One more misstep and I can kiss my future goodbye, which means I can’t possibly be guilty of whatever he thinks I’ve done.

West marks me with a target anyway, and as this town’s football star, no one dares to go against him. His money, status, and the loyalty of his equally entitled

brothers makes him seem untouchable. Only, I know better than that.

This false god isn’t infallible like he wants the world to believe. Whenever I stare into those devilish green eyes, I see it plain as day. The chink in his armor. His

one and only weakness.

Me.

The King of Cypress Prep has finally met his match, and taking him down just became an inside job.

***

The Golden Boys are all smokin’ hot, but there’s only one guy for Blue Riley, which means this romance isn’t a reverse harem. Also, full disclosure, this saga

does contain strong bully themes. So, if you’re not into romances where hate turns into love (well … eventually), and if you don’t like your heroes of the

unapologetically alpha variety, this might not be the book for you. There is no rape or dubious consent whatsoever. However, due to adult themes and sexual

situations, this one’s only for the 18+ crowd.

This series is sure to give you GOSSIP GIRL and ONE TREE HILL vibes, and the angst will keep you burning through the pages to find out what happens next.

One-click and get lost in this series today!

Smooches!

RJ & NT



Panic

Author: Lauren Oliver

From New York Times bestselling author Lauren Oliver comes a captivating, thrilling novel of fear, friendship, courage, and hope that will leave

readers gasping for air. Now a television series on Prime Video, starring Olivia Welch, Mike Faist, Jessica Sula, Enrique Murciano, Camron Jones, and

Ray Nicholson!

E. Lockhart, author of We Were Liars, calls Panic "a thrill a minute." Kirkus says: "Will have readers up until the wee hours," School Library Journal raves:

"Fast-paced and captivating."

Panic began as so many things do in Carp, a poor town of twelve thousand people in the middle of nowhere: because it was summer, and there was nothing else

to do. Heather never thought she would compete in panic, a legendary game played by graduating seniors. She'd never thought of herself as fearless, the kind of

person who would fight to stand out. But when she finds something, and someone, to fight for, she will discover that she is braver than she ever thought.

Dodge has never been afraid of panic. His secret will fuel him, and get him all the way through the game; he's sure of it. But what he doesn't know is that he's not

the only one with a secret. Everyone has something to play for. For Heather and Dodge, the game will bring new alliances, unexpected revelations, and the

possibility of first love for each of them—and the knowledge that sometimes the very things we fear are those we need the most.

Read the book that inspired the series, which the New York Times described as “Reminiscent of ‘The Hunger Games’ but grounded in the real world.”

The Moonfire Bride (Of Candlelight and Shadows Book 1)

Author: Sylvia Mercedes

Perfect for fans of A Court of Thorns and Roses and The Cruel Prince, this tale of a human girl stolen to be the bride of a doomed fae lord is

irresistibly romantic!

Hers is a life without magic or romance. Until the night he whispers her name.

For years, Valera has worked weary hours as a seamstress just to keep food on the table. She would give her all to protect her little sister from the cruelties of the

world . . . and the tantalizing lure of the fae forest. One day, she fears, the fae will spirit her sister away, and how can Valera hope to stop them?

Then the fae come. Not for her sister . . . but for her.

Trapped in a magnificent palace far from her own world, Valera finds herself the unwilling bride of an enigmatic fae lord. He claims he won’t harm her and vows to

return her home after a year and a day if she honors one rule: she must never see his face.

Determined to return to her sister at all costs, Valera struggles to unravel the mystery of her so-called husband. Why does he so desperately need a wife? And

why her specifically? Torn between love, duty, and the unexpected freedom she finds in this strange new world, Valera must fight to find her place.

But will a burgeoning passion for the unseen figure in the shadows be her undoing?

The Moonfire Bride is book one of a two-part fae romance inspired by the myth of “Hades and Persephone” as well as “Eros and Psyche.” Read today

if you’re craving a dark, swoon-worthy hero and a sweet, slow-burn romance with just a touch of steam!

______

"Enthralling! This stolen bride fantasy hits all the right notes for me. Delightful, addictive, and utterly perfect." - USA Today Bestselling Author Sarah K.L. Wilson

Shadowspell Academy: The Culling Trials (Book 1)

Author: K.F. Breene

"This book is Harry Potter meets the Hunger Games in a bold twist on a classic magical young adult adventure. -Jaymin Eve, Bestselling Author of

Supernatural Academy

You Don’t Choose The Academy. The Academy Chooses You.

I had no idea how those words would change my life. Or how they’d changed my life already…



Until the day the most dangerous man I’ve ever met waltzed onto my farm and left us a death sentence.

In an invitation.

My younger brother has been chosen for the prestigious, secret magical school hidden within the folds of our mundane world. A place so dangerous, they don’t

guarantee you’ll make it out alive.If he doesn't go our entire family will be killed.

It’s the same invitation my older brother received three years ago—the same place he mysteriously died.

The academy has already killed one sibling. I’ll be damned if they take another.

I do the only thing an older sister can: chop off my hair, strap on two bras to flatten the girls, and take my brother’s place.

Magic and monsters are real. Assassins are coming for me, and the dead are prone to rise. What’s a girl faking it as a boy supposed to do? That’s right—beat the

academy at its own game.

Or die trying.

Shadowspell Academy novels offer delicious cliffhangers that will keep you on the edge of your seat until the final book - Shadowspell Academy: Year of the

Chameleon (Book 6)

Adore Me (The Keatyn Chronicles Book 5)

Author: Jillian Dodd

Keatyn’s finally become the kind of girl her little sisters could look up to—except for the lies. Lying to her friends is killing her. The longer she’s at Eastbrooke and

the closer she gets to her friends, the more she feels like she’s being eaten from the inside out. She knows that if she goes back to school, she’ll end up nothing

but a shell.

So she decides not to back.

Keatyn’s going to St. Croix by herself. And for the first time in her life, she’s okay with that.

Except . . . she doesn’t actually end up on the island alone.

Kings of Lockdown: A Dark High School Bully Romance (Brutal Boys of Everlake Prep Book 2)

Author: Caroline Peckham

The sex tape

The fish stew

The Unspeakables

The storm

The font

The bathtub



The ice

The gun

The clothes 

The humiliation

The shower

The letters 

THE VOW

I had my chance to run from these brutal boys and I didn’t take it. The bonds between us are too strong now. Bonds of blood, oaths, betrayal and vengeance.

And I intend to make good on all of them. I’ve made my list. And I won’t stop until each and every one of their crimes has been paid for. 

Divide and conquer. We’re going to tear them apart from the inside out. I won’t quit until I’ve had my pound of flesh and then some. These broken boys paint

themselves up as kings and stand themselves on a pedestal above everybody else. But that only means they’ve got further to fall. And they’re going to fall hard. 

I know their strength now, but I’ve learned their weaknesses too. And I might just be becoming their greatest one. My father taught me how to survive, and it’s

time to use everything I know about predators to lure them into my own trap.

Lies, betrayal, seduction. I’ll use every weapon at my disposal to bring them to their knees and once I’m done with them, they won’t own me. 

I’ll own them.

This is book 2 in a dark romance series with love-hate themes, scenes of intense bullying, sexual scenes and may have triggers for some readers. It is a reverse

harem which means the main character will end up with multiple partners.

The Dragon Kings: The Complete Series (The Dragon Kings Boxsets Book 1)

Author: Kimberly Loth

The first time I met the dragon shifter king, I kicked him in the knee. 

 

Maybe I have a death wish. 

 

But he had just destroyed my camera, so he had it coming. 

 

Plus, at the time, I didn’t know he was a shifter, or a king. And he kept that a secret for way longer than he should’ve. 

 

But now he needs me to help him discover who is killing people so that his people aren’t destroyed in the process. 

 

To do that, I have to trust him. 

 

And I would. 



Except he looks just like a man who ruined me, and every time I look at him, I relive the horror of my past. 

 

But the dragons mean more to me than a little pesky fear…

Download this incredible boxset of The Dragon Kings.

With over 8 million pages read in Kindle unlimited, readers are raving about the dragon kings....

I was on the edge of my seat the entire time I couldn't turn the pages quick enough! ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Awesome story from beginning to end!★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Best dragon paranormal romance I have read!★ ★ ★ ★ ★

This is a five book collection. Included in this set are the following books: Obsidian Aspen Valentine Skye The Kings

Midnight Sun (The Twilight Saga)

Author: Stephenie Meyer

#1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of Twilight with this highly anticipated companion: the iconic love story

of Bella and Edward told from the vampire's point of view.

When Edward Cullen and Bella Swan met in Twilight, an iconic love story was born. But until now, fans have heard only Bella's side of the story. At last, readers

can experience Edward's version in the long-awaited companion novel, Midnight Sun.

This unforgettable tale as told through Edward's eyes takes on a new and decidedly dark twist. Meeting Bella is both the most unnerving and intriguing event he

has experienced in all his years as a vampire. As we learn more fascinating details about Edward's past and the complexity of his inner thoughts, we understand

why this is the defining struggle of his life. How can he justify following his heart if it means leading Bella into danger?

In Midnight Sun, Stephenie Meyer transports us back to a world that has captivated millions of readers and brings us an epic novel about the profound pleasures

and devastating consequences of immortal love.

An instant #1 New York Times BestsellerAn instant #1 USA Today BestsellerAn instant #1 Wall Street Journal BestsellerAn instant #1 IndieBound

BestsellerApple Audiobook August Must-Listens Pick

"People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live there." -- Time

"A literary phenomenon." -- New York Times

The Way of Kings (The Stormlight Archive, Book 1)

Author: Brandon Sanderson

From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson, The Way of Kings, Book One of the Stormlight Archive begins an incredible new 

saga of epic proportion. 

 

Roshar is a world of stone and storms. Uncanny tempests of incredible power sweep across the rocky terrain so frequently that they have shaped ecology and 

civilization alike. Animals hide in shells, trees pull in branches, and grass retracts into the soilless ground. Cities are built only where the topography offers shelter. 

 

It has been centuries since the fall of the ten consecrated orders known as the Knights Radiant, but their Shardblades and Shardplate remain: mystical swords 

and suits of armor that transform ordinary men into near-invincible warriors. Men trade kingdoms for Shardblades. Wars were fought for them, and won by them. 

 

One such war rages on a ruined landscape called the Shattered Plains. There, Kaladin, who traded his medical apprenticeship for a spear to protect his little 

brother, has been reduced to slavery. In a war that makes no sense, where ten armies fight separately against a single foe, he struggles to save his men and to 

fathom the leaders who consider them expendable. 

 

Brightlord Dalinar Kholin commands one of those other armies. Like his brother, the late king, he is fascinated by an ancient text called The Way of Kings. 

Troubled by over-powering visions of ancient times and the Knights Radiant, he has begun to doubt his own sanity. 

 

Across the ocean, an untried young woman named Shallan seeks to train under an eminent scholar and notorious heretic, Dalinar's niece, Jasnah. Though she 

genuinely loves learning, Shallan's motives are less than pure. As she plans a daring theft, her research for Jasnah hints at secrets of the Knights Radiant and 

the true cause of the war. 

 

The result of over ten years of planning, writing, and world-building, The Way of Kings is but the opening movement of the Stormlight Archive, a bold masterpiece 

in the making. 

 

Speak again the ancient oaths: 

 

Life before death. 

Strength before weakness. 

Journey before Destination. 



and return to men the Shards they once bore. 

 

The Knights Radiant must stand again. 
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Hate Me (The Keatyn Chronicles Book 6)

Author: Jillian Dodd

Keatyn was told if she went away, the stalker would forget about her, lose interest, and move on.

But he hasn't.

In fact, her being gone has only made things worse for her family and friends.

So it's time to take matters into her own hands. It's time for her to start fighting back.

Hey, Vincent. You ready for a little chaos?



Love Me (The Keatyn Chronicles series Book 4)

Author: Jillian Dodd

Keatyn’s mom says that you can’t love someone until you learn to love yourself. So even though Vincent is getting more and more scary and doing a nationwide

search for her, Keatyn vows to try to love herself and worry a little less about boys.

But there are so many cute ones . . .

Dawson - The gorgeous boy who made a mistake, but whose molten lava kisses and steaminess she can’t freaking resist.

Aiden - The God of all Hotties, who is practically infused with love potion. Who she thought liked her, but now says he wants to be her friend.

Brooklyn - The boy who first stole her heart and has always loved her—well, until the whole cabana incident.

And what about Cooper Steele? The new soccer coaching, health teaching, tattooed hottie who was sent to guard her body.

What’s a girl to do?

Dangerous Little Secrets: A Reverse Harem Bully Romance (Saint View High Book 2)

Author: Elle Thorpe

Less than twenty-four hours ago, I'd stood right here, wearing that dress, telling a boy I loved him.

Oh, how the mighty fell.

They betrayed me.

Three boys I thought I knew.

Leaving me with the one I thought I hated most.

It was him who carried my broken, beaten body. Him who cleaned my wounds and held me tight.

The prince to my princess.

Lies.

I won’t be that girl anymore. The one who fell for their smooth words and smoldering looks.

Colt is key to never being her again.

There’s still a killer on the loose.

Still a murder left unsolved.

Still three boys who own my heart.

But some dangerous little secrets are better left buried.



His is one of them.

Dangerous Little Secrets is the story of three bad boys and a girl who knows how to stand her ground. It is a mature high school/new adult,

#whychoose romance, meaning the main character has more than one love interest. This book contains enemies-to-lovers and bullying themes. It is

the second book in an ongoing trilogy and cannot be read as a standalone. Book 1 is Devious Little Liars. 

Download or 1-click this hot new romance today.

Murder in the City Boxed Set: Country Girl in the Big City Cozy Mystery, Books 1 - 3

Author: Susan Harper

A country girl, a big city, and a miniature goat. It’s no mystery that there’s gonna be trouble. Especially for the criminals.

A cozy mystery series from International Bestselling Author Susan Harper

Bonnie Boone is headed to the big city to live with her childhood best friend, Katie Lou. . . and her goat. Some of the neighbors are less than thrilled to be sharing

the apartment building with a goat. When one of those neighbors falls to his death, the girls find themselves at the top of the suspect list. Can the girls solve the

murder mystery, clear their names, and keep Sylvester the goat out of trouble? And that’s far from the only mystery they find themselves in the middle of.

The Murder in the City Boxed Set contains the first three stories in the Country Girl in the Big City Cozy Mystery series. If you like fast-paced mysteries with

interesting characters, troublesome pets, and unexpected twists, you’re going to love the Country Girl in the Big City Cozy Mystery series.

Download the Murder in the City Boxed Set and see how a couple country girls, and a goat, get by in the big city!

Always FREE on Kindle Unlimited

Shadowspell Academy: Culling Trials (Book 3)

Author: K.F. Breene

Now a Wall Street Journal, and Washington Post Bestseller!

"This book is Harry Potter meets the Hunger Games in a bold twist on a classic magical young adult adventure."

Jaymin Eve, Bestselling Author of Supernatural Academy

You Don’t Choose The Academy. The Academy Chooses You.

Being accepted into an elite school of magic, monsters, and assassins was not my idea of higher education. But here I am, fighting my way through the Culling

Trials to claim my right to be taught.

As if the gauntlet-type physical and mental tests aren’t enough, people are going missing.

People that are my friends.

In a dangerous world where no one is as they seem, the golden rule is simple: Trust no one. They think we should just look out for ourselves. That we should

leave the fallen behind and ask no questions.

They clearly think we’re idiots. I got this far by trusting my instincts, and I’m not going to back down now.

Those kids won’t be left to die.

Not on my watch.

Shadowspell Academy novels offer delicious cliffhangers that will keep you on the edge of your seat until the final book - Shadowspell Academy: Year of the 

Chameleon (Book 6)



Shadow Mate (Wolf Moon Academy Book 1)

Author: Jen L. Grey

One little party turned my world upside down.

After I challenged the Blood Council's four shifter heirs at a college party, the last thing I expected was to receive a full scholarship and an admittance letter from

the exclusive Wolf Moon Academy.

Despite never desiring to be an alpha, this was an opportunity of a lifetime… or so I thought.

I soon learned that there was more behind my admission to the Academy than my education. I was there to be a lesson to the heirs -- in particular, the sexiest

and strongest one, Liam Hale.

As if that wasn’t bad enough, it turns out that he is my true mate. A fact that should be treasured, but he makes it clear that we will never be together.

However, things aren’t always what they seem, and we all have secrets— some bigger than others. When the truth comes out it’ll either set me free or set me up

for disaster.

If you can't get enough of books by K.F. Breene, Kelly St. Claire, Annette Marie, Shannon Mayer, Leia Stone, Jaymin Eve, and Laura Thalassa, then you'll love

this paranormal romance.

Scroll up and one click SHADOW MATE today.

***Please note this is not reverse harem and there are instances of bullying.

Edge of Madness: A Post-Apocalyptic EMP Survival Thriller (Edge of Collapse Book 2)

Author: Kyla Stone

In a world without power, can one man protect his son?

On the five-year anniversary of his wife Hannah's disappearance, small-town cop Noah Sheridan takes his son Milo to a local ski resort for some much needed

father-son time.

In a blink, the power grid goes out. Phones and cars stop working. What starts as a day of holiday fun soon turns into a deadly fight for survival.

And when an impending blizzard cuts off the town from the rest of civilization, it'll take everything Noah has to keep his family and friends alive.

When the country goes dark, ordinary people find themselves facing the end of the world as they know it. With society collapsing before their eyes, they'll have to

risk everything to protect their home and the people they love.

From USA Today Bestselling Author Kyla Stone comes the Edge of Collapse series, a gripping EMP apocalypse story featuring flawed, complex characters and

high-octane action adventure. A disaster/survival thriller perfect for fans of Ryan Schow, Grace Hamilton, Harley Tate, Jack Hunt, and Franklin Horton.

*Rated PG-13 for mild language and moderate violence*

Mockingjay (Hunger Games Trilogy, Book 3)

Author: Suzanne Collins

The greatly anticipated final book in the New York Times bestselling Hunger Games trilogy by Suzanne Collins.The Capitol is angry. The Capitol wants revenge.

Who do they think should pay for the unrest? Katniss Everdeen. The final book in The Hunger Games trilogy by Suzanne Collins will have hearts racing, pages

turning, and everyone talking about one of the biggest and most talked-about books and authors in recent publishing history!

The Revenge You Seek: A Dark College Bully Romance (Maddison Kings University Book 1)

Author: Tracy Lorraine

From USA Today bestselling author Tracy Lorraine comes a new dark bully college romance. 

 

Scarlett Hunter could run...



 

But she couldn’t hide forever. 

 

The beautiful girl who tempted me. 

The heartless woman who broke me. 

 

She might have got away, but I haven’t forgotten... or forgiven her. 

 

And I never will. 

 

Because piece by piece, she’s taken away everything I care about. 

 

And for that she’ll pay. 

 

When I claim my crown at Maddison Kings University, I’m going to make sure hers is tarnished. 

 

Scarlett Hunter is about to experience the revenge of a Legend. 

 

 

Dear Reader, 

The Revenge You Seek is the first book in Letty and Kane's trilogy. This book is a dark bully romance that contains mature content and demanding alphaholes

that some readers may find disturbing. You have been warned.

Kiss Me (The Keatyn Chronicles series Book 2)

Author: Jillian Dodd

Discover a breathless fairy-tale romance with swoon-worthy characters, suspense, and a glittering celebrity world. Fans of Gossip Girl, Pretty Little Liars,

and reality TV will devour this pulse-pounding, sexy teen drama set against the backdrop of Hollywood and an East Coast boarding school.

***A USA TODAY BEST-SELLING SERIES***

Keatyn’s always written scripts for her perfect life, but there’s no way she could have ever scripted this. Her life is so far from perfect, it’s not even funny—all

because of a stalker.

Now she’s at a boarding school, where she has to lie about who she is.

She can’t see her family.

She’s tutoring a hottie god that tortures her with his smile.

The most popular girl already hates her.

But there’s this boy. This hot, sweet, sexy boy.

So she decides to stop scripting her life and just live it.

Because who knows how long she has left.
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